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twH of traded VoLUme
Liquidity on EPEX SPOT’s markets is visibly increasing – up 13%
from the previous year. This ﬁgure represents one year of light
and heating for 78 million European households. The electricity
volumes traded in 2011 are an essential part of the European
power wholesale market – and a basis for the everyday life
of European citizens and companies.
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marKet SeGmeNtS
Day-Ahead auctions in Germany/Austria, France and Switzerland,
Intraday continuous trading in Germany and France: The four
countries covered by EPEX SPOTS’s diﬀerent market segments
account for an area of 1200 TWh and nearly 40% of the EU’s yearly
power consumption. They are situated at the heart of Europe –
and highly interconnected with neighbouring countries.
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eXCHaNGe memBerS
EPEX SPOT counted over 200 trading participants at the end of
2011, 12 more than a year before. These ﬁgures are proof of the
conﬁdence of our Members. This very diverse community –
producers, suppliers, brokers, Transmission System Operators or
industrial consumers from all over Europe – is the guarantee of
high liquidity of EPEX SPOT’s markets.
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for Today

The European Power Exchange, EPEX SPOT,
is the platform for short-term wholesale
power trading at the heart of Europe.
Whether your company wants to trade
power for today or the following day, our
markets will help you to balance your
supply and demand. The markets of EPEX
SPOT cover Germany, France, Austria and
Switzerland – four countries that account
together for more than one third of the
European electricity consumption.
EPEX SPOT, headquartered in Paris with an
office in Leipzig, was created in 2008
through the merger of the power spot
markets of the energy exchanges
Powernext SA in France and European
Energy Exchange AG in Germany. Our
company is at the service of the European
power business. The underlying incentive
of our work is the transformation of the
historically national power markets into one
European single market.
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pREfACE

jEAn-fRAnÇois ConiL-LACostE
CEO Of EPEX SPOT

how we tAckle integrAtion

I

t has only been ten years that Power Exchanges have emerged
in Continental Europe. amongst them, the European Power
Exchange EPEX SPOT is an outlier. Its history begins at the national
level. at the beginning of the new millennium, its mother companies
Powernext in france and European Energy Exchange in Germany were
pioneers in the liberalisation of power markets. with the integration
of the European power markets, both companies anticipated
the course of history by launching EPEX SPOT in 2008, a European
Exchange dedicated to short-term power trading. In retrospect,
the creation of EPEX SPOT might one day be seen as the decisive
milestone on the road to integrating power markets.
Today, both mother companies have become Energy Exchanges,
and their child, EPEX SPOT, has grown up to become a major entity
in the European power business. Our market volumes, integrated
into the Market coupling in central western Europe, grew by
13% in 2011. They provide precise and transparent price signals
for power spot trading in Europe. furthermore, EPEX SPOT is
designed to be truly European; its state-of the-art governance, its
customers, its trading systems and its teams are fundamentally
international. and it needs to be: the context of our work is a constant
challenge of European scale.
we work in a strongly interconnected sector. To increase social welfare
in Europe, we cooperate closely with Transmission System Operators,
other Power Exchanges as well as National and European regulators.
Our motivation: implementing market coupling solutions which
optimize capacity allocation and contribute to a higher security of
supply. The price convergence between the individual but coupled
markets is a true yardstick of integration.
we love this European teamwork and are dedicated to the final goal
of an integrated European power market. The road to integration,
however, gets more and more complex: The more actors that
cooperate, the harder it becomes to find common ground. and last
but not least, an increasing number of different technical interfaces
have to be harmonised.
we tackle this challenge by being alert to closer cooperation.
Simplifying interfaces by creating common systems is a crucial
task for convergence. for the sake of integration, we agreed on a
technical cooperation with Nord Pool Spot, announced in September
2011. It can deliver a blueprint for efficient transnational day-ahead and
intraday trading systems.

“our work AS A ServIce
ProvIder IS Another
kInd of PAvIng the wAY
towArdS IntegrAtIon.”
Our work as a service provider is another kind of paving the way
towards integration. we offer our expertise to other Exchanges, for
example, to the Hungarian Power Exchange HUPX since July 2010.
In 2012, EPEX SPOT will deliver coupling services to the Power
Exchanges in Czech republic, Hungary, and Slovakia, integrating
the first of markets of Central Eastern Europe. In so doing, EPEX SPOT
contributes to the creation of another piece of the puzzle, foreshadowing a European single market for short-term power trading.
This report bears witness to our European credo. It is also proof of
the trust of our members in our markets and the hard work and
dedication of our teams. They may be relatively small, but they are a
flexible and constant motor of this fast-changing business. EPEX SPOT
and its teams are essential facilitators of the integration process. They
will continue to do so, assuming fully their responsibility for a fair and
orderly price formation at the national and European level.
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iRis wEidingER
CHaIrmaN Of THE BOarD Of DIrECTOrS

AccompAnying the energy
trAnsition

t

he year 2011 had a seismic effect on international energy
markets. The fukushima nuclear disaster has accelerated the
discussions about the future energy mix and the exit from
nuclear power. Basic assumptions are being re-evaluated – especially
in Germany: By deciding to withdraw from nuclear energy in the
medium term and to take German nuclear power plants completely
off the grid by 2022 at the latest, the German government has sent a
clear signal. while politicians are talking of an “Energiewende”,
suggesting a deep transformation of the energy sector by promoting
renewable energies, the situation is more complicated from a practical
point of view.
In fact, the discussions that have been stirred up by the fukushima
events to further integrate renewables into the market is not as new as
the notion of the “energy turnaround” wants to suggest. for instance,
the integration of power from renewable energy sources has been on
the agenda of EPEX SPOT since its creation. and this is not only due to
the fact that Transmission System Operators in Germany are obliged
by law to market the majority of their green power on an Exchange.
It’s also due to the activity of EPEX SPOT which is focused as much as
possible on the market and the customers. EPEX SPOT accommodates
the increasing role of renewables in the power production mix
and its ever growing potential as an alternative to less ecological
energy sources.
It is a crucial part of the philosophy of EPEX SPOT to be pacemaker
in the development of markets and market mechanisms – not only
in an economic sense, but especially as regards the integration
of new production technologies into the existing markets. If necessary,
existing standards will be adapted to fit new evolutions. The fact that
the market of EPEX SPOT could absorb the trading volumes of power
from renewable energies without any failure since its beginning,
testifies to the high level of professionalism of trading, of the processes
and of the market participants. Since the start of marketing green
power on the Exchange more than two years ago, there have
been no price distortions nor any other unexpected eﬀects on
the markets of EPEX SPOT.
as a driving force in the centre of the European power system, EPEX
SPOT is however not resting on its laurels. In this respect, the projects
of EPEX SPOT dedicated to the integration of renewable energies
deserve all the support of the EEX group. The extension of trading on

“ePeX SPot IS the
euroPeAn motor
of the IntegrAtIon
of renewAbLe
energIeS.”
the Exchange to 15-minute contracts on the German Intraday market
accommodates not only the volatility of power production from
renewable energies, but also the needs of the market participants.
The fact that this highly flexible instrument is used extensively and
that this is reflected in the significant trading volumes is a confirmation
of the work of EPEX SPOT.
The initiative of EPEX SPOT to develop a certificated green power
product, composed of power coming exclusively from renewable
energies, is another important step towards the future. There is an
increasing demand for this “green” quality in Europe – in society as
a whole as well as from Exchange members. with the development
of a market design aimed at integrating the green origin of electricity
into the power spot market and the creation of a certification process,
EPEX SPOT can and will contribute once again to the integration of
the European power market – as you would expect from a facilitator
in the centre of the system.
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epex spot se And the liBerAliZAtion
of eu power mArkets

2002 — Merger of the former Leipzig Power Exchange LPX
1996 — European directive on energy market liberalization
and the EEX Frankfurt to EEX AG in Leipzig
1998 — Implementation of the directive in German and Austrian law
17/09/2008 — Creation of EPEX SPOT SE, owned 50/50 by Powernext SA
2000 — Implementation of the directive in French law
and EEX AG
2000 — Establishment of LPX (Leipzig Power Exchange)
01/01/2009 — Transfer of Powernext Power Spot activities into EPEX SPOT SE
and EEX (European Energy Exchange) in Frankfurt
01/09/2009 — Transfer of EEX Power Spot into EPEX SPOT SE
2001 — Establishment of Powernext SA

PoWEr for Today

PoWEr

/paʊɚ/

EnErgy THaT is ProduCEd By mECHaniCaL,
ELECTriCaL, or oTHEr mEans and usEd
To oPEraTE a dEviCE
Electric power is one of the most essential goods in the
society: invisible yet omnipresent it surrounds us in form
of light, warmth, transport, sound, computers or
telecommunications. However, power is not storable –
it has to be consumed the moment it is produced. That’s
why we need markets: to efficiently match production and
consumption, imports and exports, supply and demand.

marKET /ˈmɑː.kɪt/

an arEa or arEna in WHiCH CommErCiaL
dEaLings arE ConduCTEd
Power markets have emerged in the last two decades
all over Europe. They are an effective means to bring
together producers, suppliers, Transmission System
Operators, brokers and industrial consumers.
They can trade power bilaterally – or they can
participate in organised markets by becoming
a Member of an Exchange.
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todAy

tomorrow

Power trading has become a key component of the energy sector’s
value chain. EPEX SPOT is a Power Exchange, a platform for wholesale
power trading, at the heart of Europe. Our markets are highly
interconnected with neighbouring countries and benefit from
excellent liquidity – a prerequisite for reliable and fair price signals.
By delivering robust transnational trading systems and focusing
on customer service, we are building trustful and enduring
relationships with our Members.

On the road from ‘interconnected’ to ‘integrated’: Power markets
all over Europe are changing. EPEX SPOT promotes this transition
together with its partners: by its cross-border trading systems,
by working on market coupling solutions and, naturally, by the
geographical position of its markets. The integration of the European
power market, the creation of a single pan-European price zone
composed of once isolated national markets, is the underlying
incentive of our work.

PoWEr for TomorroW

EXCHangE /ɪksˈtʃeɪndʒ/

a marKET in WHiCH sTandardisEd ProduCTs
arE BougHT and soLd
Power Exchanges are organised markets, where
transactions are concluded following clear rules and
using standardised products. Trading on the Exchange
is secure, anonymous and fair: Bundling liquidity, orders
are submitted to a central order book, on the basis of
which prices are calculated and published. Clearing
houses secure the trading process by fulfilling the role
of a central counterparty.

inTEgraTion /ˌɪn.tɪˈgreɪ.ʃən/

ComBinaTion of an ELEmEnT WiTH anoTHEr
To form a WHoLE
For years, power grids and power markets have been
organised on a national level – which hindered the
pooling of liquidity across borders. Market Coupling,
a tool linking national markets and facilitating crossborder transactions in an economically optimized way,
offers an ideal instrument to this integration process.
Together with Partner Exchanges and Transmission
System Operators, EPEX SPOT promotes this integration.
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A yEAR of intEgRAtion

CWE marKET
CouPLing:
A reLIAbLe
SoLutIon
for euroPe
by dAniEL dobbEni
CEO Of ELIa aND PrESIDENT Of ENTSO-E

I

t seems fair to say that Europe more than ever needs a well-functioning power market. The competitiveness of our industries,
our modern societies and a friendly future for our children depend
significantly on a reliable and cost-effective power supply for all. Unfortunately, the challenges have grown in number and difficulty.
re-regulation of electricity and gas prices is even contemplated in
some countries and the february cold spell showed that the power
system has reached its limits in severely constrained situations.

stakeholders. Experience has shown that daily market coupling
successfully delivered the needed liquidity and also helped integrate
electricity markets. The same holds true for intraday markets as can
be seen with the two recent initiatives between Belgium and the
Netherlands on the one hand and france and Germany on the other.
Implementing market coupling all over Europe has to tackle national
and regional specificities, whether it be the energy-mix, network or
rES support mechanisms, to name just a few of them.

a well functioning market, delivering competitive wholesale and retail
prices, requires that both the “software” and “hardware” operate well.
On the software side, major steps have been achieved with the
European market model, agreed in the context of the “regulator’s
forum of florence”. To transform this model into tools and applications
for market parties, clear roles and responsibilities have been identified
for the Commission, aCEr and ENTSO-E in the Third Package. Network
codes, among the Capacity allocation and Congestion management
code, will set and clarify the rules knowing that, in parallel, experience
is gathered with regional implementations in Central western Europe
(CwE) and Nordic countries. This target model is largely based on a
mechanism known as market coupling that was adopted in November
2006 to allocate daily capacity between Belgium, france and the
Netherlands. at that time, integrating the allocation of transmission
capacity and energy trading appeared the only way to grant sufficient
liquidity for the yet to be created Belgian Power Exchange. four years
later, this unprecedented cooperation for market coupling between
Transmission System Operators (TSOs) and Power Exchanges from
three countries was brought to a new level: market Coupling in CwE,
encompassing the German power market as well, was launched in
November 2010 by a growing team of stakeholders. In the meantime,
EPEX SPOT had emerged as the largest Power Exchange in Continental
Europe, specifically concerned with the future of the CwE area.

among the issues to be solved are the roles and responsibilities
between Power Exchanges and TSOs, so as to ensure that their
customers will benefit from their core competences. as the power
system gets more complex, with the increasing share of variable
energy sources such as wind and sun (above 35% of the supply by
2020), the liquidity brought by the (intraday) market coupling will have
a major impact on reliability, a TSO responsibility by law. The way
forward is one or several compatible IT platforms open to all Power
Exchanges and transmission system operators, with equal rights and
responsibilities, so as to ensure that transmission capacity is available
for the secure physical delivery of the energy deals.

Nowadays, CwE has proven to deliver a reliable solution. The next
generation of market coupling, comprising North western Europe,
is the next challenge to be faced by TSOs, Power Exchanges and other

This “software“ needs the backing of a strong network. Current
permitting procedures are still the major obstacle to building new
capacity. Political will and public acceptance are insufficient to ensure
that the “hardware” includes adequate capacity (generation,
transmission and distribution). already today, some overhead lines
and substations cannot be taken out of service, even for a day.
as a consequence, wind and solar energy will have to be curtailed
on an increasing number of days, because of a lack of generation
flexibility. a stable and attractive regulatory framework would induce
investors to invest, now. all parties need to assume their responsibilities
to finally make it happen.

7 — EPEX
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2011:
A Year of
Integration
For EPEX SPOT’s markets, 2011 has been a year of growth with
a record volume of 314 TWh traded including a 57% increase
of intraday traded volume year on year.
Since 9 November 2010, the power markets of Central Western
Europe (CWE), including Germany, France and the Benelux countries,
have been successfully coupled. Additionally, CWE has been
coupled with the Nordic power markets via Interim Tight Volume
Coupling (ITVC). This unprecedented achievement allows the
optimal use of cross-border capacity and favors price convergence.
In 2011, the advantages of Market Coupling became obvious: prices
between the French and the German EPEX SPOT markets converged
67,4% of the time.

ACER roadmaps: A recipe for integration
At the EU Council on 4 February 2011, the European Union has set
an ambitious target to complete its Internal Electricity Market by
2014. Concerning spot market integration, ACER, the Agency for
Cooperation of Energy Regulators, in consultation with European
stakeholders, has defined two target models since July 2011:
Price coupling based on day-ahead zonal implicit auctions,
 Continuous intraday trading based on a shared order book
and a Congestion Management Module.
To make it happen, ACER has recently published roadmaps on
the sequence for different regions to implement the target model.
EPEX SPOT is strongly committed to reach these target models
by establishing the basis of several integrating projects in 2011.

Enhancing cooperation with partner
exchanges
2011 was a year of integration and growth for EPEX SPOT.
Cooperation and sharing of knowledge have proven to be a key
driver. In this way, EPEX SPOT has been taking steps towards a joint
venture with the Nordic Power Exchange Nord Pool Spot since
September 2011. The goal of this technical cooperation is to create
common trading platforms for the day-ahead and intraday market.
In a second step, the technical platforms shall be operated by the
joint venture itself. Both EPEX SPOT and Nord Pool Spot will stay
independent exchanges, covering an area of approximately 2,000
TWh of power consumption and 630 TWh of trading volume on
the spot markets. The creation of harmonized transnational trading
platforms by Nord Pool Spot and EPEX SPOT will help to achieve the
day-ahead and intraday target models of the European Commission.
With the implementation of a market coupling solution for North
Western Europe (NWE) based on the Price Coupling of Regions

EPEX SPOT
Markets

Service provider for
the Hungarian Power
Exchange HUPX

Coupling services for the
Czech Power Exchange OTE,
Slovakian OKTE and HUPX

initiative, the Single European Price Coupling gets closer to becoming
a reality. This is a huge leap forward in the integration of the
European power market. It will permit the market to get to the 2014
goal as quickly and as efficiently as possible, in cooperation with all
official stakeholders, including partner exchanges and TSOs.
Servicing other exchanges has always been one of the ways EPEX
SPOT contributes to the integration of the European power market.
EPEX SPOT will provide a state-of-the-art price coupling service to
the Czech, Slovakian and Hungarian Power Exchanges that will be
operational in 2012.

ELIX: Showing the benefits of further European
market integration
Since 18th October 2010, EEX and EPEX SPOT publish ELIX, the
European Electricity Index for each delivery day at EPEX SPOT.
The index is calculated on the basis of the actual aggregated bid
and offer curves for all EPEX SPOT market areas. ELIX is an essential benchmark price for the single European market, as it is the
market price that would result in a physically unconstrained market
environment. The index follows the objective of a truly integrated,
single European market. It shows the additional benefit that could
be achieved through further market integration.
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CoRpoRAtE fACts And figuREs

govErnanCE
The Board of Directors of
EPEX SPOT SE (from left to right):
Dr. Dr. Tobias Paulun
Director of Strategy and market
Development of European Energy
Exchange aG
Jean-françois conil-lacoste
Chief Executive Officer of Powernext Sa, Chief Executive Officer
of EPEX SPOT SE
iris weidinger
Chief financial Officer of European
Energy Exchange aG and Chairman
of the Board of Directors
Thierry Morello
Chief Operating Officer
of EPEX SPOT SE

corporAte strucutre
EPEX SPOT is operated by EPEX SPOT SE, a European company which
is held 50/50 by Powernext Sa and European Energy Exchange aG
and which is based in and operates out of Paris.

The Board of Directors is responsible for taking the commercial and
economic decisions regarding EPEX SPOT SE and reports to the
shareholders during the General meetings.
EPEX SPOT SE also has the following exchange bodies:
the Exchange council and
the Market Surveillance Oﬃce (see page 38).
Both are independent bodies that have been put in place in order
to ensure state of the art governance rules.

50%

50%

In order to open the shareholders’ structure of EPEX SPOT, the company will be transformed in the near future into a two-tier company,
comprising a Supervisory Board and a management Board, while the
General meeting of the Shareholders remains as before. In the new
governance scheme, the main stakeholders (Transmission System
Operators, Utilities and Exchanges) will thus be able to be represented
at the Supervisory Board of EPEX SPOT.
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the exchAnge council

In the future composition of the Exchange Council, two different
kinds of categories will be represented:

The Exchange Council of EPEX SPOT is an official body of the
Exchange.
The first Exchange Council has been nominated by the Board
of Directors of EPEX SPOT with effect on September 2009.
Its composition will be renewed in June 2012. The current split
of the 16 seats follows the proportion of members and volumes
traded per category:

Elected members:
Bank and financial service providers (2 seats)
Commercial and industrial consumers (1 seat)
Utilities and trading companies, (7 seats), i.e. companies trading
with physical capacity and which are not financial institutions
or municipals
municipal and regional suppliers (2 seats), i.e. entities whose main
task is to supply residential consumers
Transmission System Operators/auction Office (2 seats)

EPEX SPOT EXchangE cOuncil

Appointed members:
Clearing bank (1 seat)
Other concerned parties i.e. academics or other experts (2-4 seats)
TSOs selling market Coupling Contracts (1 seat)
TSOs permanent guests
The missions of the Exchange Council include the adoption
of the rules and regulations of the Exchange and their amendments
as well as the validation of the introduction of new trading systems.
The body makes sure that the services and products correspond
to the needs of the market. Its task also comprises the appointment
of the Head of market Surveillance.

Utilities and energy trading companies
Bank and financial service providers
municipal and regional suppliers
TSO / auction office

The Exchange Council takes a position whenever the design of the
European power market has an impact on the Exchange or on its
capacity to choose, develop, maintain and constantly enhance the
trading platforms. The Exchange Council defends the necessary
elements of competition in a non-discriminative manner which will
guarantee innovation and efficiency among the trading platforms to
the benefit of Exchange members.

Clearing members
Commercial consumers
Other concerned parties

competent
Authorities*

gOvErnancE Of EPEX SPOT SE

exchAnge council
(Elected by members)
generAl meeting
(Shareholders)
BoArd of directors
ceo

regular reports
on-demand reports
data transmission
alerts

approves
rules & system
nominates directors &
approves strategy
manages
the Exchange

Organizes trading
admits new members
Elaborates rules
and regulations
Defines products

reports to

mArket
surveillAnce
office
monitors
the markets

* see also page 37
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govERnAnCE

dR. nigEL hAwkins
mEmBEr Of THE EXCHaNGE COUNCIL aND HEaD Of SPOT
marKET BIDDING, ENEL SPa

What is the decisive advantage of trading on EPEX SPOT for your
company?
Dr. Nigel Hawkins: for us, EPEX SPOT provides an exchange in which
transactions are transparent and non-discriminatory. It provides useful
information to help our understanding of the market closure; not just
prices and volumes, but also market resilience. we appreciate also the
fact that with EPEX SPOT we are able to participate in multiple market
areas on one common platform. finally, we gain comfort from EPEX
SPOT’s active market surveillance group that helps protect market
participants from potential abuse.

Why is the work of the Exchange Council important?
N.H. : The Exchange Council is a very open decision forum that
successfully ensures that the rules of the market are developed in line
with the expectations of market participants and in a form that is also
supported by sound economic theory. In this forum for debate and
decision we try to ensure that the market rules deliver a marketplace
that attracts liquidity and satisfies the needs of physical players as well
as non-physical traders. as the physical characteristics of the European
power system develop, the Exchange Council fulfills a very important
role by adapting the products and rules of the market to the developing needs of market participants.

After three years as a Council Member: Was there a discussion, a
decision you remember in particular?
N.H. : Not just one. There have been many and with each discussion
a high quality of contributions from the Exchange Council members;
on questions of a practical as well as a theoretical nature. There have
been debates on the maximum and minimum market price limits,
the mechanisms of market coupling and the products needed by
the market. The membership of the Exchange Council has been well
balanced, such that the opinions of physical and non-physical market
participants and of academics have all been represented.

“2011 – a year of integration”: That’s the motto of the Annual
Report. How do you see the current process of integration of the
European power market?
N.H. : The integration of the European power markets is a challenging
process with challenging timescales. The timescales necessitate the
cooperation between Exchanges, as well as an Exchange Council clear
on its priorities; priorities set with a clear vision of global integration.
There have been some major achievements with the coupling of the
day-ahead markets. a larger effort now needs to be placed on integrating the elements of the spot market close to real time; integrating

“IntegrAtIon
neceSSItAteS
the cooPerAtIon
between eXchAngeS”
the intraday markets and the balancing markets. full use needs to be
made of cross-border transmission capacity as close to real time as
possible.

The Exchange Council makes sure that the services and products of
the Exchange correspond to the needs of the market. How would
you describe the needs of the market for the years to come and,
correspondingly, the Exchange Council’s role in the future?
N.H. : The physical conditions underlying the European spot markets
are changing and at the same time we are seeing a radical change
in the market arrangements through the various market coupling
initiatives. Europe is seeing a strong growth in renewable generation
sources, with production that is by nature difficult to predict – even in
day-ahead timescales.
for such an environment, the market must deliver the means by which
producers and consumers can compensate for the unpredictability of
their physical positions by trading down to timescales close to real time.
The challenge of the Exchange Council for the future must therefore
be to enable participants to gain access to energy from flexible generation sources in the timescales of the intraday and balancing markets.
This will mean an integration of the markets in these timescales with
liquid products that can be traded across international boundaries
with granularities as short as 15 minutes.
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“the eXchAnge
councIL defIneS the
reLevAnt codeS for
trAdIng memberS”

dR. gÜnthER RAbEnstEinER
CHaIrmaN Of THE EXCHaNGE COUNCIL aND
mEmBEr Of THE EXECUTIVE BOarD, VErBUND aG

What is the decisive advantage of trading on EPEX SPOT for your
company?
Dr. Günther Rabensteiner: EPEX SPOT covers the main spot power
markets VErBUND is trading in: Germany, france and austria. It offers
high liquidity, a reliable pricing mechanism, a stable trading process
and well established clearing procedures. These are the main reasons
for us to trade on EPEX SPOT.

Why is the work of the Exchange Council important?
G.R. : The Exchange Council, representing the market participants,
is responsible for integrating their needs and experiences into the
market design and rules for trading on the exchange. In parallel the
Exchange Council defines the relevant codes for trading members
and transparency obligations. These are crucial elements for a high
degree of acceptance in the community, including regulatory and
political institutions.

After three years as Chairman of the Exchange Council :
Was there a discussion, a decision you remember in particular?
G.R. : yes, I remember quite well the start of EPEX SPOT, trying to harmonize the surveillance process with EEX Leipzig. The outcome was
a unanimous resolution of the Exchange Council on a new strong
Code of Conduct for EPEX SPOT, to prevent abuse of the exchange
by any trading member.

“2011 – a year of integration”: That’s the motto of the Annual
Report. How do you see the current process of integration of the
European power market?
G.R. : Some outstanding initiatives on market coupling have been
taken in the last few years for further integration of the European
power market. CwE market coupling is a positive example
and good for EPEX SPOT’s reputation, being the system provider
or operator for such solutions. Unfortunately these initiatives are
driven more and more in a nationally oriented way, which is totally
in contradiction to the EU goal to create a harmonized pan-European
energy market.

The Exchange Council makes sure that the services and products
of the Exchange correspond to the needs of the market. How
would you describe the needs of the market for the years to come
and, correspondingly, the Exchange Council’s role in the future?
G.R. : The Exchange Council of EPEX SPOT faces a number of crucial
challenges in the future. One chapter contains the new initiatives
of the European Union concerning the implementation of financial
markets regulation in the energy markets. This is a highly sensitive
area to avoid splitting the physical and financial energy markets.
another chapter is the unclear situation of national capacity market
models and the consequences for the auction model of EPEX SPOT.
The third chapter on the table is the modelling of a harmonized
green energy market. all these aspects, rules and models have
finally to be resolved by the Exchange Council in a more and more
complex rulebook. as the outgoing chairman of the EPEX SPOT
Exchange Council I am proud of having had the opportunity to
create workable and stable regulations for EPEX SPOT together with
all the other members of the Council.
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our mEmBErs
maKE
THE marKET

50HErTZ TraNSmISSION GmBH // a2a TraDING S.r.L. // aDVaNCED ENErGy TraDING GmBH // aGDEr ENErGI PrODUKSJON aS // aLPIQ ENErGy SE // aLPIQ Sa // aLPIQ SUISSE Sa // amGa EN
marKETING LImITED // BraUNSCHwEIGEr VErSOrGUNGS-aG & CO. KG // BUrGO ENErGIa SrL // CarGILL INTErNaTIONaL Sa // CENTraLSCHwEIZErISCHE KrafTwErKE aG // CENTrICa ENErG
GmBH & CO. OHG // DaLKIa fraNCE SCa // DaNSKE COmmODITIES a/S // DB ENErGIE GmBH // DELTa ENErGy B.V. // DEUTSCHE BaNK aG // DIrECT ENErGIE Sa // DONG ENErGy GENEraTION a/
aPS // E&T ENErGIE HaNDELSGESELLSCHafT GmBH // E.ON ENErGy TraDING SE // EBm ENErGIE aG // EDELwEISS ENErGIa S.P.a // EDf LUmINUS // EDf TraDING LImITED // EDISON TraDING S.
EKOLOGICKÉ ZDrOJE ENErGIE S.r.O. // ELECTra DEUTSCHLaND GmBH // ELECTraBEL NV Sa // ELECTraDE S.P.a. // ELECTrICITE rÉSEaU DISTrIBUTION fraNCE // ENBw TraDING GmBH // ENBw
ENErGETIC SOUrCE SPa // ENErGI DaNmarK a/S // ENErGIE aG OBErÖSTErrEICH TraDING GmBH // ENErGIE- UND waSSErVErSOrGUNG mITTLErES rUHrGEBIET // ENErGIEDIENST HOLDING aG
TraDING COmPaNy S.r.O. // ENErGya Vm GESTION DE ENErGIa S.L.U // ENI S.P.a. // ENOVOS LUXEmBOUrG S.a. // ENSO ENErGy SaCHSEN OST GmBH // ENVIa mITTELDEUTSCHE ENErGIE aG // E
EZPaDa aG // EZPaDa S.r.O. // fITEN S.a. // fSE POrTfOLIO maNaGEmENT GmBH // GaLa S.P.a // GaLP POwEr Sa // GaS NaTUraL SDG S.a. // GaSaG BErLINEr GaSwErKE aG // GaZPrOm marKET
B.V. // HOLDING SLOVENSKE ELEKTrarNE D.O.O. // HÜTTENwErKE KrUPP maNNESmaNN GmBH // IBErDrOLa GENEraCIÓN S.a.U. // ImC ENErGy TraDING B.V. // IN.POwEr GmBH // INTErENErG
// KELaG-KÄrNTNEr ELEKTrIZITÄTS-aG // KES KOmmUNaLE ENErGIEDIENSTLEISTUNGSGESELLSCHafT S // KI ENErGy TraDING GmBH // KOm-SOLUTION GmBH // KOPEX Sa // KOrLEa INVEST, a.S
aSa // mErCUrIa ENErGy TraDING Sa // mErrILL LyNCH COmmODITIES (EUrOPE) LImITED // mOrGaN STaNLEy CaPITaL GrOUP INC. // mVm-aDwEST marKETING UND HaNDELS GmBH // m
marKETING LImITED // NOrDJySK ELHaNDEL a/S // NOrSK HyDrO PrODUKSJON aS // NOVawaTT // ÖBB-INfraSTrUKTUr aKTIENGESELLSCHafT // OmPEX aG // OmV TraDING GmBH // OVaG
rEGENSBUrGEr ENErGIE- UND waSSErVErSOrGUNG a // rHEIN rUHr ParTNEr GESELLSCHafT fÜr ENErGIEHaNDEL mBH // rHEINENErGIE TraDING GmBH // rHODIa ENErGy SaS // rTE // rwE S
// SC TINmar-IND Sa // SCHwEIZErISCHE BUNDESBaHNEN SBB // SCOTTISH POwEr ENErGy maNaGEmENT LImITED // SE SCHErBECK ENErGy GmBH // SHELL ENErGy EUrOPE LImITED // SO
STaDTwErKE HEIDENHEIm wÄrmESErVICE GmBH // STaDTwErKE KarLSrUHE GmBH // STaDTwErKE LEIPZIG GmBH // STaDTwErKE mUNCHEN // STaDTwErKE VIErNHEIm GmBH // STaTKrafT m
STaDTwErKE HEIDELBErG ENErGIE GmBH // SwISSGrID aG // SyNECO TraDING GmBH // TaUrON POLSKa ENErGIa S.a. // TECHNISCHE wErKE LUDwIGSHafEN am rHEIN aG // TEI ENErGy S.P.a. /
TraDING GmBH // VaTTENfaLL ENErGy TraDING NETHErLaNDS NV // VErBUND aG // VITOL S. a. // VOrarLBErGEr KrafTwErKE aG // Vw KrafTwErK GmBH // wSw ENErGIE & waSSEr aG
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THE PoWEr
of 201 mEmBErs

Sa // amGa ENErGIa & SErVIZI S.r.L. // amPrION GmBH // aXPO a.G. // aZIENDa ELETTrICa TICINESE // BarCLayS BaNK PLC // BErGEN ENErGI aS // BKw-fmB ENErGIE aG // BNP ParIBaS // BP GaS
ENTrICa ENErGy LImITED // CENTrOZaP Sa // CEZ a.S. // CITIGrOUP GLOBaL marKETS LTD. // CITIwOrKS aG // COmPaGNIE NaTIONaLE DU rHONE // CONOCOPHILLIPS (U.K.) LImITED // CUrrENTa
GENEraTION a/S // DONG ENErGy GErmaNy aG // DONG NaTUrGaS a/S // DOrTmUNDEr ENErGIE-UND waSSErVErSOrGUNG GmBH // DrEwaG STaDTwErKE DrESDEN GmBH // DyNamIC ENErGy
ON TraDING S.P.a // EDP ENErGIaS DE POrTUGaL Sa // EGL aG // EGL DEUTSCHLaND GmBH // EHa ENErGIE-HaNDELS-GESELLSCHafT mBH & CO. KG // EINS ENErGIE IN SaCHSEN GmBH & CO. KG //
GmBH // ENBw TraNSPOrTNETZE aG // ENDESa GENEraCIÓN S.a. // ENDESa TraDING S.a.U. // ENECO ENErGy TraDE B.V. // ENEL TraDE S.P.a. // ENErGa OBrOT Sa // ENErGa POwEr TraDING Sa //
ST HOLDING aG // ENErGIEHaNDELSGESELLSCHafT wEST mBH // ENErGIEUNION aG // ENErGy & mOrE ENErGIEBrOKEr GmBH UND CO. KG // ENErGy fINaNCING TEam (SwITZErLaND) aG // ENErGy
NErGIE aG // ESPErIa S.P.a // EUrOPE ENErGy SPa // EUrOPEaN marKET COUPLING COmPaNy GmBH // EwE ENErGIE aG // EwV-ENErGIE- UND waSSEr VErSOrGUNG GmBH // EwZ // EXEN S.r.O //
ZPrOm marKETING & TraDING LTD. // GDf SUEZ // GDf SUEZ ENErGIE DEUTSCHLaND GmBH // GDf SUEZ TraDING SaS // GEN-I D.O.O // GETEC ENErGIE aG // GrOUPE E aG // GUNVOr INTErNaTIONaL
// INTErENErGO, ENErGETSKI INZENIrING, D.O.O. // IwB INDUSTrIELLE wErKE BaSEL // J. arON & COmPaNy // J.P. mOrGaN SECUrITIES LTD. // KaLIBra XE fraNCE S.a.S. // KarSTaDT warENHaUS aG
LEa INVEST, a.S. // LDH ENErGy mErCHaNT EUrOPE SarL // LICHTBLICK aG // LINZ STrOm GmBH // LUmIUS SPOL. S.r.O. // maCQUarIE BaNK LTD. (LONDON BraNCH) // marK-E aG // marKEDSKrafT
ELS GmBH // mVV TraDING GmBH // NEUBraNDENBUrGEr STaDTwErKE GmBH // NEXUS ENErGIE GmBH // NIDEra HaNDELSCOmPaGNIE B.V. // NOBLE CLEaN fUELS LImITED // NOmUra ENErGy
GmBH // OVaG ENErGIE aG // PETrOL D.D., LJUBLJaNa // PfaLZwErKE aG // POLSKa ENErGIa PKH SP. Z O. O. // POwEO // PraZSKa ENErGETIKa // PrIOGEN HOLDING BV // rEPOwEr aG // rEwaG
S // rTE // rwE SUPPLy & TraDING GmBH // rwE SUPPLy & TraDING NETHErLaNDS B.V. // rwE SUPPLy & TraDING SwITZErLaND S.a. // SaLZBUrG aG fÜr ENErGIE, VErKEHr UND TELEKOmmUNIKaTION
LImITED // SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉraLE S.a. // SOrGENIa TraDING S.P.a // STaDTwErKE DÜSSELDOrf aG // STaDTwErKE fLENSBUrG GmBH // STaDTwErKE GIESSEN aG // STaDTwErKE HaNNOVEr aG //
// STaTKrafT marKETS GmBH // STEaG GmBH // STEwEaG-STEG GmBH // STOra ENSO DEUTSCHLaND GmBH // SÜDwESTDEUTSCHE STrOmHaNDELS GmBH // SwB VErTrIEB BrEmEN GmBH // SwH
ENErGy S.P.a. // THySSENKrUPP aG // TIrrENO POwEr SPa // TIwaG - TIrOLEr waSSErKrafT aG // TOTaL GaS & POwEr LImITED // TrIaNEL GmBH // TrImET aLUmINIUm // UEm // VaTTENfaLL ENErGy
waSSEr aG
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2011: A YeAr
of growth
our mArkets

inTraDay cOnTinuOuS TraDing

dAy-AhEAd

gErMany

The Day-ahead auction takes place at a specific time of a day which
bundles the liquidity and enables EPEX SPOT to determine reliable
reference prices for the respective market area.
for each hour of the next day, EPEX SPOT calculates the market
Clearing Price and the market Clearing Volume resulting from the
aggregated supply and demand curves, based on the orders of the
Exchange members. The physical delivery of the power quantities
traded on the auction takes place the following day, therefore these
markets are called Day-ahead markets.

MarkET arEaS
francE
Continuous trading and price formation, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, year-round
Contracts can be traded until 45 minutes before the beginning
of delivery
Hourly and block contracts available for trading
15-minute contracts on the German market allow highly flexible
balancing of portfolios

Day-ahEaD aucTiOnS

Cross-border trading between france and Germany – flexible
Intraday Trading Scheme (fITS)

gErMany/auSTria
MarkET arEaS

francE
SwiTzErlanD

Blind auction procedure, takes place 7 days a week, year-round
24 hours of the following day are traded
Hourly and block contracts available for trading
Integrated in market Coupling in Central west Europe (france,
Germany, BeNeLux)
reliable platform: EPEX trading system (ETS)

intRAdAy
The Intraday markets enable the Exchange members to buy and
sell power at very short notice. The price formation takes place in
continuous trading, i.e. all buy and sell orders in the order book are
constantly tested on their feasibility. as soon as two orders are executable, they will be matched immediately.
In December 2010, EPEX SPOT introduced the flexible Intraday
Trading Scheme (fITS) which gives its members the opportunity to
trade via the Exchange between france and Germany by implicitly
using cross-border capacity.

memBers of epex spot
at the end of 2011, EPEX SPOT had 201 members (12 more than
last year), coming from 20 different countries. 48 members were
active on all three Day-ahead markets (5 more than last year)
and 63 members were active in both Intraday areas. The growing
number of members active on several market segments is proof
of the integrating European focus of the Exchange.
Germany remains the most active area with 180 members on the
German/austrian Day-ahead auction, 170 members on the German
Intraday market and 71 members based in Germany. Switzerland,
proportionally has had the most remarkable development in terms
of members, gaining 8 new trading participants over the last 12
months. This increase is due to the progressive liberalization of the
Swiss electricity wholesale market and is also reflected in trading
volumes of the Swiss auction.

Utility and trading companies
municipal and regional suppliers
TSO/auction office
Commercial consumers
Bank and financial service providers
Energy brokers
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liquidity
In 2011, 314 Twh were traded on our markets (35 Twh more than
the previous year), out of which 296.5 Twh was for the Day-ahead
segments and 17.5 Twh for the Intraday segments. This is an increase
of 13% compared to 2011.

In the first full year of CwE market Coupling, the liquidity increased
by 9% in the German/austrian area and by 14% in the french area.
The Swiss area increased volumes by 29%, partly due to the 16%
increase in the number of members.
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Coupling volumes
Due to the different size of the french and German/austrian markets,
coupling volumes play a bigger role in the french area than in the
German/austrian area. In france, they represent 13% of the traded
volume. In Germany/austria, the figure is only 4%.
The import-export pattern is not linear between CwE areas. It reflects
specific market conditions. In may 2011, Germany almost stopped
exporting following the moratorium on nuclear power production.
from may to august, prices were lower in france, thanks to mild
temperatures in france, causing it to export more than Germany.
when autumn came, Germany started to export more than france,
as french consumption is more sensitive to low temperatures.
Consumption share
Comparing Day-ahead market volumes with the national consumption, one can observe that in 2011, the three market areas have grown
their share of traded volumes. The German market has grown by
3.4 points and now represents 36.6% of the national consumption;
in france, the market has gained 1.7 points, reaching 12.4%; the Swiss
market has increased by 4.7 points to reach 20.5% of the national
consumption. In parallel, french and German/austrian consumption has
fallen by respectively 2% and 1% year on year, while Swiss consumption remained stable.

EPEX SPOT inTraDay vOluMES PEr SEgMEnT
JaNUary 2011
fEBrUary 2011
marCH 2011
aPrIL 2011
may 2011
JUNE 2011
JULy 2011
aUGUST 2011
SEPTEmBEr 2011
OCTOBEr 2011
NOVEmBEr 2011

2011 in Twh cOnSuMPTiOn*

aucTiOn
vOluMES

aS SharE Of
cOnSuMPTiOn

dE/At

614,5

224,6

36,6%

fR

478,2

59,7

12,5%

Ch

58,6

12,1

20,6%

DECEmBEr 2011

0

0,5

Intraday DE

1,0

1,5

Intraday fr

2,0

Crossborder DE

2,5

Crossborder fr

*Sources: BDEw / rTE / OfEN

CRoss-boRdER voLumEs

intRAdAy voLumEs
for the first full year of the flexible Intraday Trading Scheme (fITS),
allowing implicit cross-border trading between france and Germany,
the traded volume has increased significantly: by 55% in the German
area and by 65% in the french area.

Cross-border trading had a stronger effect on france due to
the smaller market size: 58% of the french volumes in 2011 came
from cross-border trades. In Germany, cross-border trades represent
6% of the total Intraday market volumes.

15-minutE ContRACt voLumEs
dE

fR

totAL

2010

10 244 153

1 027 107

11 271 260

2011

15 897 935

1 694 545

17 592 480

55%

65%

56%

inTraDay (Mwh)

variation

3,0

15-minute contracts were launched in the German area on
14 December 2011. 967.25 mwh had been traded up to 31 December
2011. This new product has been created to answer specific needs
of German market participants in reaction to the noticeable fluctuations in production of power from renewable energy sources.
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Day-ahEaD MarkET: Daily PricES EvOluTiOn
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Elix

price development

Phelix Base (DE/aT)

french Base

Swissix Base (CH)

intRAdAy pRiCEs

dAy-AhEAd pRiCEs
In 2011, the french area was the one with the lowest price level, with
an average price of 48.89€/mwh, close to the 2010 average price of
47.50€/mwh. The German/austrian average price was 2.23€/mwh
above the french level, with a 15% increase year on year for the
second year in a row. Switzerland remains a high-price area with an
average baseload price of 56.18€/mwh in 2011.

Intraday prices followed the trend of the Day-ahead auction prices
with an average standard deviation of 5.03€ in france and 5.70€
in Germany. The volatility of Intraday prices remains higher than
for auction prices but was significantly lower this year for france
and Germany.

STanDarD DEviaTiOn/
vOlaTiliTy (€)

2011

variaTiOn
(yEar On yEar)

intRAdAy dE

10,58

-1,63

BaSElOaD PricE (€)

2010

2011

variaTiOn

dE/At

44,49

51,12

15%

dAy-AhEAd dE

8,32

-3,74

fR

47,50

48,89

3%

intRAdAy fR

10,51

-6,25

Ch

51,02

56,18

10%

dAy-AhEAd fR

10,21

1,10
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EPEX SPOT inTraDay MarkET: Daily EvOluTiOn
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Index DE

Index fr

correlAtion with fundAmentAls
french prices are highly sensitive to temperature and nuclear availability while German prices are more sensitive to solar and wind energy.
On the German market, negative prices can occur especially when
wind production is significantly superior to consumption.
we counted 15 hourly negative prices in 2011 on the German Day
ahead market – three occurrences more than in 2010. four occurred
on 1st January 2011 and five occurred on 25/26 December, both times
due to a combination of low consumption on a bank holiday and
relatively high input from wind power (around 12 Gw). four hourly
negative prices appeared on 4 and 5 february 2011, the two windiest
days of the year, when wind energy was above 22 Gw. Two hours with
negative prices were observed on 19 June where wind energy was
around 17 Gw. The maximum negative price was at -36.82€.

vincent herlant (left) is one of EPEX SPOT’s Data managers.
He makes the figures speak.
arthur wetzel is one of the Project managers at EPEX SPOT
who develop trading systems.

In france, on the other hand, we traditionally tend to observe high
prices due to extreme temperature sensitivity. 2011 was a smooth year
thanks to mild temperatures and CwE coupling effects. we counted
only ten hourly prices superior to 100€, nine of them at hour 19, the
highest being 117.48€ on 20 October 2011, at hour 20. Negative prices
on the french market occurred on only five days, all on the Intraday
market.
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admission:
how to become
A member
of ePeX SPot
more and more companies are interested in trading on
EPEX sPoT and being part of the Exchange members’
community. EPEX sPoT guides them through the first
steps of their power spot market activity.
If your company is willing to trade power in a fair, secure and transparent
manner, you are welcome to become a member of EPEX SPOT.
you have to follow the Exchange’s admission process in order
to become a member and start trading on EPEX SPOT’s markets.
There is a single admission process for all market segments of EPEX SPOT.
The first contact point with the Exchange is the Sales team. It provides all relevant information and answers all your questions concerning EPEX SPOT’s functioning and admission process. a “Know your
Customer” questionnaire is then sent to the applicant. This questionnaire enables EPEX SPOT to get to know its future members and to
protect its markets from fraudulent activities. This is the first step in
the admission process.
If your company wants to become a member, it also has to fulfil a
few requirements in order to trade on EPEX SPOT’s markets. applicants should get in touch with a Clearing Bank and sign a balance
agreement with a Transmission System Operator at the beginning
of the admission process.
Once all these requirements are met, you can start the membership
process in coordination with the EPEX SPOT membership department. as soon as your company is approved as an Exchange member,
you can connect yourself to the trading systems of EPEX SPOT and
start trading on our markets.
your company finally designates individual persons who will be
admitted as traders. Before becoming a trader, the person has to
pass an exam. Training as well as the exam can easily be completed
via EPEX SPOT’s E-Learning platform (see also page 31). The trader
can be an employee or a Designated Broker.

The Sales team of EPEX SPOT:
Sylvie Tarnai, Jamel Hadaoui, richard Katz (Director),
michel Isserlis and Katharina Niciejewska (not in picture)
are the first contact point for members and companies
interested in trading on EPEX SPOTs markets.

1
contAct

contact EPEX SPOT
Phone: +33 1 73 03 96 03
E-mail: sales@epexspot.com

2
questionnAire

fill in the “Know your Customer” questionnaire
If the scoring of EPEX SPOT is positive,
the admission process begins

3
first steps
4
suBmit

5
check

a find a Clearing Bank
B Sign a balance agreement
C Take the trader examination

Submit documents to the membership
Department of EPEX SPOT SE
and to European Commodity Clearing aG (ECC)

The documents are checked by EPEX SPOT and ECC

6
ApprovAl

approval as an Exchange member by EPEX SPOT

7
technicAl set-up

Connection to the trading systems of EPEX SPOT

Admission

You may now trade on EPEX SPOT
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CusTomEr survEy:
LIStenIng
to the needS
of our memberS
Every year EPEX sPoT runs a Customer survey among
its members in order to evaluate their satisfaction
with the Exchange over the previous year and to ask
for their opinion about potential changes in market
design, the introduction of new products and functionalities. Last year, several projects and products were
developed and launched on the request of members
of the Exchange.

most of the members are also satisfied by the ergonomics, the functionalities and the performance of the EPEX Trading System (ETS)
and ComXerv, the two trading systems used by EPEX SPOT. ETS, used
for the Day-ahead auction, seems to enjoy strong support from our
members.

arE yOu SaTiSfiED wiTh ThE PErfOrMancE Of ETS?
mean = 2,24
Scale from 1 (Poor) to 3 (Good)

no.
3,4%

3

Satisfied

66,3%

59

Very satisfied

25,8%

23

4,5%

4

Dissatisfied

No answer

Total 89

quAlity of services

arE yOu SaTiSfiED wiTh ThE PErfOrMancE Of cOMXErv?

This year, we received feedback from 89 participants in 70 different
companies, representing a 35% increase compared to the previous
survey. Overall, members are satisfied with the quality of EPEX SPOT’s
services.

mean = 2,07
Scale from 1 (Poor) to 3 (Good)

6,7%

6

Satisfied

61,8%

55

Very satisfied

12,4%

11

No answer

19,1%

17

Dissatisfied

hOw DO yOu aSSESS ThE qualiTy Of SErvicE PrOviDED
By EPEX SPOT in gEnEral?
mean = 2,56
Scale from 1 (Poor) to 3 (Good)

no.
2,2%

2

Satisfactory

39,3%

35

Good

58,5%

52

Poor

Total 89

no.

Total 89

members are almost completely satisfied with the liquidity of EPEX
SPOT’s markets. The German/austrian hub has an outstanding satisfaction, with the number of satisfied members reaching 100 percent,
with 51.9 percent being “very satisfied” with its liquidity. moreover,
it has been found that members are pleased with the price signal
sent out by EPEX SPOT’s markets. They witness solid confidence in
the security of the markets as well.

Patrick adigbli is Business analyst for Germany,
austria & Switzerland. He is responsible for the
strategic analysis of market dynamics and customer needs to improve products and enhance the
quality of service.
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evAluAtion of the incident
on 26 octoBer 2011

SaTiSfacTiOn wiTh ThE PricE Signal
GERMAN / AUSTRIAN dAY AHEAd AUCTION
Dissatisfied

1,3%

Satisfied

64,9%

Very satisfied

33,8%

FRENCH dAY-AHEAd AUCTION
Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very satisfied

3,8%
77,0%
9,2%

SWISS dAY-AHEAd AUCTION
Dissatisfied

4,0%

Satisfied

76,0%

Very satisfied

20,0%

GERMAN INTRAdAY MARKET
Dissatisfied

1,7%

Satisfied

75,0%

Very satisfied

23,3%

FRENCH INTRAdAY MARKET
Dissatisfied

for the 2011 survey, a specific section has been devoted to the technical incident encountered by EPEX SPOT on October 26th. On that
day, members could not properly connect to the trading system.
The Trading-on-Behalf procedure was triggered, which significantly
delayed the publication of prices.
The increased number of participants in the survey is explained
by the need of several affected members to be heard on the consequences of the incident. a relatively high number of respondents
said they were generally dissatisfied with the information and support from EPEX SPOT during the incident. The level of dissatisfaction
experienced last year on this specific topic was significantly lower.

6,0%

Statisfied

82,0%

Very satisfied

12,0%

mArket design
regarding the market design, several proposals have been
made to the members. as most expressed their interest in these
proposals, the following evolutions will be studied with priority
in 2012.
day-Ahead market: smart block bids
Smart Block Bids will provide a significant enhancement of the current
block trading functionalities on the Day-ahead market and will introduce more flexibility for members allowing for an improved optimisation of their power plants. The following three Smart Block Bids will be
evaluated:
Linked block order – an order (“son”) whose execution is conditional
to the execution of another block (“father”).
Choice block order – an order whose execution excludes the execution of another block order.
flexible block order – an order executed on the most profitable hour
range of the day.
intraday market
On the french intraday market, we will study the possibility of allowing
trading until delivery. This would be a noticeable improvement of trading, largely supported by members. we will also assess the possibility
of opening the hours of the next day earlier than the current start of
trading at 3 pm.

infOrMaTiOn anD SuPPOrT frOM EPEX SPOT
in caSE Of inciDEnT
mean = 2,11
Scale from 1 (Dissatisfied) to 3 (Very satisfied)

no.
Dissatisfied

21,3%

19

Satisfied

46,1%

41

Very satisfied

32,6%

29
Total 89

although the global satisfaction level with the services of EPEX SPOT
remained stable compared to last year, EPEX SPOT developed an
action plan to improve responsiveness in the event of an incident
and ranked it as a top priority in 2012.
The part of the survey dedicated to the evaluation of the incident
had two aims: achieving a better understanding of the consequences of this incident on members’ side, and getting feedback
on ideas for improvements of the Trading-on-Behalf procedure.
The survey helped us to identify that around 70% of the members experienced problems on that day. The main difficulties they
encountered were:
Connection issues to ETS, slowness of the application.
Communication issues concerning the activation of the Tradingon-Behalf procedure.
Lack of feedback from EPEX SPOT to the members on the status
of the technical problem, the status of the trading session, the
status of the orders sent and the actions for resolution or fall-back.
for 46% of the respondents, the help of the Sales team proved
valuable on that day. more than 60% of the members were satisfied
with the long-term communication in the aftermath of the incident.
all in all, members requested an improvement of the reliability of the
trading system and the communication in the event of an incident.
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in the spotlight

THE EPEX SPOT
TEAM AT WORK

23 — EPEX SPOT / power for tomorrow

International and reliable: The EPEX SPOT team reflects its markets. This growing community,
composed of people from ten countries, coming from various sectors, is united by common ideas:
to develop the best tools for electricity trading, to listen to the needs of our Exchange Members,
and to work towards a pan-European power market. These are some impressions from their life
at EPEX SPOT.
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in thE spotLight

marKET oPEraTions:
“ communIcAtIon
IS the keY ”
market operations are one of the key elements
of the Exchange. at EPEX sPoT, market operations
work across borders every day. one part of the team
is based in Paris and the other part in Leipzig.
in this interview, the heads of EPEX sPoT’s market
operations tell us about organisational differences,
shared visions and a common “child”.
youR tEAm is bAsEd on two sitEs And
in diffEREnt CountRiEs. how do you mAnAgE
to woRk togEthER in this fRAnCo-gERmAn
ConstELLAtion ?
céline Maurer, Director of Market Operations: we actually have
to face two different challenges every day: work with two geographically separated sites that are located in different countries – and two
different cultures and ways of working. Communication is the key.
Harmonization, organization and splitting of work have to be done the
best possible way in order to ensure smooth running of the operations.
This is also a matter of understanding each other and making sure
questions and issues are understood the same way. Visions and goals
as well as their understanding need to be the same in the two locations: what does client service mean, how can we best manage our
risks, what level of training is needed on which systems and products?
To make this happen, we spend time together: conference calls,
regular telephone calls, but also travelling and team exchanges.
The better we know each other, so much the better! Of course
the operators’ profile is crucial. we constantly focus on recruiting
international and open-minded people.
Thomas stated once that we actually have three teams: one in
Leipzig, one in Paris and one global one. I think that’s a very good
picture: we have two different teams with two different cultures
and backgrounds, with best practices to be preserved. and we have
a global one that we all need to take care of, as a common child.
It grows and evolves over time and you always have to be patient
and careful to make it work and last!

whiCh LAnguAgE – oR LAnguAgEs – do you usE ?
Thomas Drescher, head of Market Operations leipzig: for all
communication between Leipzig and Paris, as well as for all documents, we always use English. This is our daily working language.
for communication within each location we can of course also speak
in our native languages. Communication with our members can be
in different languages – English, french, German –, depending
on the member’s needs or preferences.

whAt is thE biggEst ChALLEngE in EvERydAy
woRk ?
arnaud Thomas, head of Market Operations Paris: The biggest
challenge in a team based in two different locations is the sharing
of information. Communication is a key success factor to ensure
we all have the same level of information which is crucial in a work
environment in constant evolution. we permanently have to adapt
to new procedures, new markets, and new systems. The knowledge
has to be spread to all market operators to ensure a safe running of
the operations.
The video conference which is constantly open between Paris and
Leipzig helps a lot, as well as regular team meetings and the training
program we are currently working on. Trips to the other location are
also welcomed to make sure the way of working is harmonized by
taking the best practice of each team.

RECEntLy, you mERgEd thE two E-mAiL AddREssEs
foR mARkEt opERAtions. why did you do this –
And why now ?
Salima leulmi, head of Market Operations Paris: The merger of
two mailboxes was one of the concrete actions we discussed within
the market Operations to improve our organization. with one single
mailbox, we can better communicate with our market participants.
furthermore, this is also the best way to exchange with other departments within the company. This improvement is an opportunity to
work as one single team with one single spirit despite the geographical distance. It took us a little time to implement it as we had to
“compromise to reach common ground“: we first had to adapt to
each other’s ways of working before deciding on common solutions.
we had to harmonize the way we answer the client, the way we
handle each client request and e-mail, we had to be pro-active in
both locations and make sure work is correctly and equally split up.
we have to trust each other sufficiently to share the amount of work.
I think we can be proud of that achievement, which is one of the
most visible ones.

1

tEChniCALLy, how do you spLit up thE woRk
bEtwEEn thE sitEs ?
Thomas Drescher: In general all market Operations team members
work on the same daily processes and systems. In order to define
clear responsibilities for daily operations we have several operator
roles. Each of them covers fixed dedicated operational tasks.
Depending on the availability of the team members the roles
are allocated to them each day no matter where they are located.
This of course requires a careful planning and coordination within
the team. Incoming customer requests and e-mails will be flagged
by the operator who is working on it so that all other operators can
see at first glance which request is already being processed and
which one is new and open. furthermore, each market Operation
team member is also deeply involved in dedicated projects, mainly
concerning development and enhancement of trading products,
systems or market models.

2

how did CwE ChAngE youR woRk –
did it fuRthER “intERnAtionALisE” it ?
céline Maurer: market Operations as well as many other EPEX SPOT
teams were “internationalised” long before CwE. we have always
worked with partners all over Europe. However, the recent coupling
projects are leading us even more in that direction. and many others
ahead of us will reinforce the trend: Trilateral Coupling in CEE, NwE,
flow-Based market coupling, PCr.
The real challenge is to maintain the same level of operational safety
and cooperative coordination with all partners.

3
1

2

In daily meetings, market Operations from both countries
meet around the screens, for example in Paris (1).
Both teams can communicate at any time via constantly
opened video calls on large screens (2).
3
a team of five people is based in the market Operations
office in Leipzig.
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projects
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October 2011

epex spot chosen As
service provider for
mArket coupling
March 2011

reduction of leAd-time
on the intrAdAy mArket
A small adjustment with big effects: on
29 March 2011, EPEX SPOT reduced the lead-time
from 75 to 45 minutes on its Intraday markets.
This improvement enables trading even closer
to real-time, a prerequisite for market
integration of highly fluctuating power sources.
May 2011

cosmos As stArting
point for pcr
In May 2011, the Power Exchanges involved
in the Price Coupling of Regions (PCR) initiative
took a major step forward. They agreed on
COSMOS, the algorithm used for Price Coupling
in Central Western Europe, as a starting point
for the PCR algorithm.
august 2011

introduction of price
coupling system
Making our systems even more reliable: on
4 August 2011, EPEX SPOT switched smoothly
to a new Market Coupling System, called Price
Coupling System (PCS). Since then, Market
Coupling in CWE runs on the basis of PCS
whenever EPEX SPOT is the Functional System
Operator.

In October 2011, the Czech, Slovakian and
Hungarian Power Exchanges OTE, OKTE
and HUPX chose EPEX SPOT as provider for
their trilateral market coupling, scheduled
to start in 2012. The service will consist in the
implementation and operation of a coupling
solution based on the systems used in CWE.
november 2011

one yeAr of cwe mArket
coupling
Market Coupling in Central Western Europe
(CWE) was launched on 9 November 2010.
2011 was its first full calendar year – and CWE
had remarkable effects on price convergence
on the coupled markets. For about two thirds
of the time, wholesale power prices were
the same over all five countries.
December 2011

15-minute contrActs on
germAn intrAdAy mArket
EPEX SPOT also contributes to the German
energy transition. One of the most visible
efforts is the introduction of 15-minute
contracts on the German Intraday market
on 14 december 2011. They are designed
to facilitate the integration of renewables
into the market.
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pRojECts & pRoduCts

ProjECTs
& ProduCTs:
IntegrAtIng
euroPeAn
Power mArketS
we want to facilitate and improve wholesale power trading in
Europe. Our Day-ahead and Intraday markets are geographically
predisposed to be the facilitator of a single European power market.
market Coupling in Central western Europe, established in November 2010, pioneered the interaction between national power markets. In 2011, EPEX SPOT commenced seminal projects promoting
market Coupling and the furthering of the integration process.

dAy-AheAd mArkets

pRiCE CoupLing of REgions: powER ExChAngEs
AgREE on thE stARting point foR thE futuRE
Eu dAy-AhEAd mAtChing ALgoRithm
In 2009, EPEX SPOT initiated the Price Coupling of regions (PCr)
project, together with the Iberian and Nordic Power Exchanges OmIE
and Nord Pool Spot. In 2010, three other exchanges (aPX-Endex,
Belpex, GmE) joined this open initiative, which is also supported by
Europex, the European association of Energy Exchanges.
The PCr project is a response to the common wish of regulators,
TSOs and Exchange members for the implementation of a single
day-ahead price coupling solution across Europe. Spot electricity
price formation will be coordinated in an area covering Europe from
Portugal to finland and the Baltics. This amounts to over 80% of
yearly European power consumption. PCr also builds pragmatically
on the existing arrangements, including the contractual and regulatory frameworks of each region. The approach thus minimizes the
required changes, and accelerates the speed of implementation. The
PCr project changes the scale of the market coupling projects, from
a regional to a pan-European one.
DEvElOPMEnT Of ThE PricE cOuPling Of rEgiOnS (Pcr)
iniTiaTivE

Concentration of liquidity, the starting point
of integration: day-ahead auctions are the core
of our business. in 2011, several decisive steps
towards a pan-European power market were taken.
noRnEd mARkEt CoupLing: impRoving thE
ConnECtion bEtwEEn CwE And noRdiC
CountRiEs
On 12 January 2011, the NorNed cable successfully joined the
interregional market coupling between Central western Europe
(CwE: france, Germany, Benelux) and the Nordic countries (Norway,
Sweden, finland, Estonia and Denmark). The CwE price coupling
and the Interim Tight Volume Coupling (ITVC) solution had
started simultaneously on 9 November 2010, connecting the existing
volume coupling between Germany and the Nordic market with the
price coupling initiative in Central western Europe. The two projects
integrate a day-ahead market area of more than 1,800 Terawatt hours
of power production and cover approximately 60% of electricity
consumption in Europe. The inclusion of NorNed with the undersea
DC link between Norway and the Netherlands is the final milestone
of the ITVC. 17 parties were involved, including Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) and Power Exchanges, working closely together
to complete the ITVC.

markets initially included in PCr — yearly power consumption of 2 860 Twh
markets which showed interest to join
markets that could join next as part of an agreed European roadmap

pRiCE CoupLing systEm: optimising CwE pRiCE
CoupLing
The CwE price coupling is using a so-called market Coupling System.
The COSmOS matching algorithm is embedded in this market
Coupling System. On 4 august 2011, EPEX SPOT introduced the Price
Coupling System (PCS) developed by Soops. Soops is also the provider of ETS, the EPEX Trading System for the Day-ahead markets. PCS
secures the operational process and provides flexibility by improving
the level of support and maintenance and the code design of the
system. moreover, it establishes a generic system in which further
hubs can be added in a simple and efficient manner.
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Cosmos: CoupLing of spot mARkEts with
optimAL soLutions
In may 2011, the PCr Power Exchanges decided to use an existing
algorithm based on mathematical optimization methods that have
already been applied and proven to be effective in several Dayahead implicit auction markets. The parties have agreed to use
an enhanced version of the COSmOS algorithm currently in use
in the CwE market Coupling as the starting point. COSmOS is today
co-owned and used on a daily basis by EPEX SPOT. It will be used
as starting point for the development of a fully functional algorithm
able to cover the entire scope of PCr and support the European
single price coupling target model. The decision followed an
extensive review of the potential algorithms by the parties over
a period of six months. following this announcement, aCEr,
the agency for the Cooperationof Energy regulators, formally
requested the European association of TSOs, ENTSO-E, to validate
the algorithm proposed by Power Exchanges in terms of meeting
the requirements of capacity allocation constraints.

tRAdE QuAntity Limits: dECREAsing finAnCiAL
Risks
following a request from clearers to limit financial risks, trade quantity limits were introduced on hourly orders on the french, German/
austrian and Swiss EPEX SPOT Day-ahead markets as of 8 august
2011. Hourly order quantity limits are determined for the members
by each clearer who bears the responsibility of assessing the limit

and of informing the clearing house ECC about its value. Trade
quantity limits consist of a maximum hourly order quantity of mwh
to be purchased at a positive price (or sold at a negative price)
for each portfolio and each TSO area. The trade quantity limits do
not apply to block orders.

study of A gREEn mARkEt: mAking REnEwAbLE
powER tRAdAbLE
with steadily growing volumes, power from renewable energies
is playing a key role in EPEX SPOT’s activity. Therefore, EPEX SPOT
has studied in close cooperation with members, political actors and
regulators two ways of integrating the “green” character of power
from renewables into its markets. EPEX SPOT continues to investigate
the possibility to trade Guarantees of Origin (GoO) on the Exchange
and follows the implementation of GoO registers in several EU
countries.

ConvERging pRiCEs: thE AdvAntAgEs of CwE
mARkEt CoupLing gEt tAngibLE
In the first full year of CwE market Coupling, prices converged on
all markets 66% of the time. for comparison, the full convergence
rate of the Trilateral market Coupling (TLC) between france, Belgium
and the Netherlands amounted to 59% in 2010 (until 9 November,
when CwE market Coupling was launched).
The most convergent areas in 2011 were france and Belgium with
a 99% convergence rate (to be compared with 85% in 2010 with TLC)
and Germany and the Netherlands with an 88% convergence rate.

cwE PricE cOnvErgEncE raTES 2011
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intrAdAy mArkets
Trading until minutes before delivery of power with
seamlessly integrated cross-border transactions: EPEX
sPoT’s intraday markets are state-of-the-art power
trading solutions for portfolio balancing very close to
real-time. in the past 12 months, EPEX sPoT brought
several improvements to its intraday segments.

LEAd-timE REduCtion
On 29 march 2011, lead-time on the Intraday market was reduced from
75 to 45 minutes, optimising trading procedures.

AustRiAn intRAdAy mARkEt
On 1st December 2011, the Exchange Council welcomed the concept
of an austrian Intraday market. The concept was elaborated in cooperation with the austrian transmission system operator aPG, austrian
Power Grid whose Day-ahead market is already integrated with neighbouring countries. austria will now benefit from an organized Intraday
market which will facilitate the integration of renewable energy into
the power system.
EPEX SPOT started a project to offer an austrian Intraday market, pragmatically using existing infrastructure. In addition, easy and secured
access to the franco-German Intraday liquidity pool via cross-border
trading can promote the future austrian Intraday market. Its implementation is scheduled for the third quarter of 2012, but is still subject
to testing and regulatory approvals.

15-minutE ContRACts
On 15 December 2011, EPEX SPOT successfully launched 15-minute
contracts on the German Intraday market. They allow the Exchange
members to better take into account the fluctuations of wind and
solar power production over the hour and to accordingly balance their
portfolios on the Exchange. In so doing, the new contracts help to
optimise grid stability.
15-minute contracts are available for trading in addition to the existing
hourly contracts. 15-minute contracts open two hours before the
delivery of the corresponding underlying hour and close 45 minutes
before the start of the quarter’s delivery.
Due to the growing influx of renewable energy in Germany, the production of power varies more and more within one hour. renewable
energy producers are therefore in need of more flexible instruments.
By introducing 15-minute contracts, EPEX SPOT facilitates the German
energy transition.

nEw RELEAsEs of ComxERv
In the course of 2011, EPEX SPOT released three new versions of its
Intraday trading platform, ComXerv. ComXerv release 3.3 brought,
amongst other aspects, the possibility to trade block orders crossborder. ComXerv release 3.4 further improved the overall system
performance. ComXerv release 3.4.1 introduced 15-minute contracts.

servicing And cooperAtion
operating markets and implementing market Coupling
solutions are not the only task of EPEX sPoT. We also
pave the way for the integration of the European power
market by sharing our knowledge with other actors
of the power sector and servicing other Exchanges.

otE, oktE, hupx And EpEx spot CoopERAtE
on pRiCE CoupLing soLution
The Czech, Slovakian and Hungarian power exchanges announced
in may 2011 together with their respective TSOs, national regulatory
authorities, and in collaboration with ministries, their cooperation to
launch a trilateral market coupling between the Czech republic, Slovakia and Hungary in 2012. EPEX SPOT was chosen by the participating
Power Exchanges as provider of state of the art price coupling services.
These services will consist of implementing and operating the coupling solution, relying on the Price Coupling System with COSmOS as
the matching algorithm, the current system developed and used by
EPEX SPOT within the framework of CwE.
This cooperation is a pragmatic step towards the pan-European power
market, supported by the European Commission. The initiative is open
for other markets to join.

going ovERsEAs: CoopERAtion AgREEmEnt with
us-bAsEd “tREs AmigAs”
In 2011, US-based Tres amigas and EPEX SPOT signed a cooperation
agreement to share mutual expertise in the development and coupling
of their respective markets.
Tres amigas is uniting america’s electric grid. Using the latest advances
in power grid technology, Tres amigas is focused on providing the first
common interconnection of america’s three power grids to help the
country achieve its renewable energy goals and facilitate the smooth,
reliable and efficient transfer of green power from region to region.
EPEX SPOT’s experience in market coupling will help Tres amigas to develop a Power Exchange between the eastern, western and ErCOT grids.
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E-LEarning:
trAInIng
the ActorS In
the euroPeAn
Power InduStrY

improving the stAff’s
competences

Since its creation, EPEX SPOT has been a pioneer in offering online
training courses for the power trading industry. when in 2009 the issue
of a cost-effective easy certification exam for traders was raised, EPEX
SPOT quickly came to the conclusion that the best solution to meet
this goal was to develop online training courses. we then launched
our E-Learning platform by implementing our first trader online training module and the online EPEX SPOT certification exam. although
not used to online training solutions, most of our members quickly
adopted these modules as they appreciated the convenience of training at their own pace and taking the exam in their own time. Scores
from the EPEX SPOT online exam, when compared to the ones of the
traditional method, confirm that the freedom and flexibility of online
training courses contribute to greater preparedness of the trainees and
better exam results.
Indeed, successfully completing online or computer-based courses
builds self-confidence and encourages trainees to take responsibility
for their learning. The exam can be taken three times. The availability
of online demos of our two trading systems ETS and ComXerv is also a
valuable asset as traders can familiarise themselves with all functionalities of the systems in a safe environment and thus eliminate the risks
of potential entry errors.

“

“

our company is impressed
with epex spot’s e-learning
program - especially the
trader training and exam. new
traders can become familiar
with the trading system very
quickly, take the exam online
and if successful, start trading
the next day.
As e-learning can be accessed
anytime and anywhere, it
is also a very cost-effective
way to train people in other
departments from risk-management to back-ofﬁce and
sales.

”

Manfred Knabl, Head of Trading
and Portfolio management Liquid
Markets, VERBUND Trading AG

epex spot’s e-learning initiative offers ﬂexible access
to training courses on their
markets. the online platform
is cost effective, available in
three languages and demonstrates a positive approach to
facilitating market participants’ activity in this market.

”

Emeric De Vigan, Senior Trader &
Julien Haure, Intraday Trading Manager,
EDF Trading

“

epex spot has created a very
useful multilingual set of
online training modules. we
appreciate this possibility to
train our colleagues in a lean
and targeted manner. the
online trainings and
trader exams provide an
excellent platform to increase
our staff’s knowledge on
trading fundamentals and
market rules.

”

Niek den Hollander, Head of Trading,
Statkraft Markets GmbH

members also take advantage of computerized processes by receiving
the score of their exam immediately and being able to start trading
the next day. as a consequence of the success of this first online
module, EPEX SPOT, dedicated to share its expertise with professionals
of the energy sector, has substantially expanded its E-Learning offer
by constantly developing new modules to answer the needs of the
markets. New modules have been added, such as “The power system”,
“functionality of a Power Exchange”, “How to use a Power Exchange”,
“functionality of the Intraday market” and ”market Coupling in Europe”.
These modules designed for all professionals raise awareness
of European power markets among industry actors and contribute
to the improvement of the staff‘s competence.

contActs
your E-Learning sales contact:

your E-Learning administrator:

françoise Maguet
Tel: + 33 (0)1 73 03 61 83
f.maguet@epexspot.com

audrey gaussuron
Tel: + 33 (0)1 73 03 76 63
a.gaussuron@epexspot.com

elearning@epexspot.com
www.epexspot.com/en/elearning
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EPEX sPoT in PuBLiC

1

2

3

4

1

The launch of market Coupling in Central western Europe had to be
celebrated. Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste and EU Commissioner for Energy
Günther Oettinger at the CwE launch party in Brussels on 22 march 2011.

2

Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste and frank Vandenberghe,
chairmen of the CwE Steering Committee, welcomed the guests from
all over Europe in Brussels on 22 march 2011.

3

The German Embassy in Paris, in cooperation with EPEX SPOT, invited
guests to a VIP dinner on 5 april 2011. German and french high-level
politicians discussed energy policy issues and the challenges the power
market faces in france, Germany and the EU.

from left to right: french mP Claude Gatignol, Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste,
Jan-Horst Keppler, Professor of economics at the Université Paris-Dauphine,
former french minister of European affairs Noëlle Lenoir, Günther
rabensteiner, member of the Executive Board of austrian Verbund aG
and Chairman of the Exchange Council of EPEX SPOT, Pierre Bornard,
Vice Chairman of the Executive Board of rTE, Christopher Delbrück,
CfO of E.ON Energy Trading and Jean-Christophe Cheylus, COO of Poweo.
4 The German regulator Bundesnetzagentur and EPEX SPOT jointly

organised a conference on 12 July 2011 about the marketing of power
from renewables on the Exchange. Over 300 participants from all over
Europe came to Berlin.
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6

5

8

7

9

5

a press briefing by Nord Pool Spot and EPEX SPOT was held on 28
September 2011 in London, when Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste and mikael
Lundin, CEO of Nord Pool Spot, announced a closer cooperation in Europe.

6

at one of the biggest annual energy conferences in Paris, Gazelec,
on 27 September 2011, transparency issues of the power market where
on the agenda of the panel. from left to right: Emanuele Colombo,
Director of European market Integration at rTE, robert Durdilly, President
of UfE, the french union of electricity, Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste and
Pierre Buffière de Lair, Secretary General of EfET france.

7

Commodity round table at the annual conference of Paris Europlace, 5 July
2011. from left to right: Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste, michel Prada, President

of the Conseil de Normalisation des Comptes Publics, the french public sector
accounting standards board, françois-Xavier Saint-macary, CEO of Bluenext,
amine Bel Hadj Soulami, Global Head of Commodity Derivatives at BNP Paribas
and Philippe mudry, General Director of french economy magazine agefi.
8

Jean-françois Conil-Lacoste, as chair of the working group Electricity and
Gas of Paris Europlace, together with arnaud de Bresson, managing Director
of Paris Europlace, presented recommendations to the G20 presidency of
france at a press briefing in Paris on 20 October 2011.

9

The Emart conference and exposition on 23 and 24 November 2011
is a traditional highlight in the energy trading business calendar.
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EpEx spot in thE pREss

Present in the energy press as well as in national journals,
EPEX sPoT’s achievements have been largely covered.

31 january 2011

15 june 2011

20 october 2011

Europlace propose une remise
à plat du marché de l’énergie
Paris Europlace a présenté les
recommandations d’une souscommission sur le développement
des marchés de l’électricité et du gaz,
faites dans le cadre des réflexions
de la présidence française du G20
sur la régulation des marchés de
matières premières. Pour le président
de cette sous-commission, Jean-françois
Conil-Lacoste, directeur général d’EPEX
SPOT , la Bourse européenne, le marché
français de l’électricité souffre avant
tout des tarifs réglementés d’EDf,
qui représentent encore les deux tiers
de la consommation française.

30 April 2011

15 december 2011

EpEx spot exchange
considers green power
product
The Paris-based EPEX SPOT exchange
is investigating the introduction
of a green product for power from
renewable energy sources, it said on
wednesday. for some months now,
the exchange has worked on an internal
study on the topic with the findings
indicating a “need for a green Power
product, by which labelled energy from
exclusively renewable energy sources
can be traded”, it said.
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Le News Magazine Franco-Allemand

7 october 2011

may 2011

2 december 2011

29 April 2011

Epex schielt auf Österreich

wo gas- und strompreise transparent werden

Gemeinsam mit dem Netzbetreiber austrian
Power Grid will die Pariser Spot-Börse EPEX
SPOT ein neues Intra-Day-angebot für Österreich starten. Nachdem der österreichische
Day-ahead-markt bereits in die marktkoppelung von Zentraleuropa eingebunden ist, soll
das neue Intra-Day-Produkt vor allem auch
die Integration der erneuerbaren Energien in
den markt fördern, teilte die EPEX SPOT mit.
Voraussichtlich im zweiten Quartal 2012 soll
das Intra-Day-angebot starten, zuvor seien
allerdings noch einige Tests durchzuführen und
regulatorische Genehmigungen einzuholen,
erklärte der Börsenbetreiber.

Die Energiebörsen Powernext und EPEX SPOT spiegeln auch Europas Integration.
[…] Dank wachsender marktkopplung haben die in Paris und Leipzig ermittelten
Strompreise referenzwert. […] Im September 2009 wurde durch das Zusammengehen mit der Leipziger EEX und der Gründung der zu je 50% gehaltenen
„Societas Europaea“ EPEX SPOT SE ein Stück EU-Geschichte geschrieben. auch
bei der Energiebörse haben sich frankreich und Deutschland also als motor der
EU-Integration gezeigt.

10 january 2012

28 september 2011

nord pool, EpEx spot Exchanges plan joint
London-based power platform
Nord Pool Spot aS and EPEX SPOT SE, Europe’s two biggest electricity exchanges
for near-term delivery, plan to start a joint-venture power trading platform as the
European Union seeks a single market for the bloc.
The two exchange companies signed a letter of intent to start the as-yet unnamed
venture next year and base it in London, the two chief executive officers of the
companies, mikael Lundin of Nord Pool Spot and Jean francois Conil-Lacoste at
EPEX SPOT, said today at a press briefing in London.

25 november 2011

monitoring-bericht: preiskonvergenz in CwE-Region bei 70%
Die Preiskonvergenz in der marktkopplung für Zentralwesteuropa wird mittlerweile in rund 70% der Stunden erreicht. Vor der Einführung der marktkopplung im
November 2010 sei die Preisgleichheit zwischen Deutschland, frankreich und den
Benelux-Ländern nur in weniger als 1% der Stunden feststellbar gewesen, heißt es
im monitoring-Bericht 2011 der Bundesnetzagentur, der am freitag veröffentlicht
wurde. Diese Entwicklung sei eine «bemerkenswerte Effizienzsteigerung». Preiskonvergenz ist laut der Börse EPEX SPOT bei einem Preisunterschied von bis zu
0,005 EUr/mwh gegeben.
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TransParEnCy
& inTEgriTy

TransParEnCy

/trænˈspær.ənt .si/

Transparency promotes equal opportunities for all
trading participants. The efficient publication of relevant
market data creates a level playing field for market actors
and ensures the comprehensibility of market
developments and prices. Relevant market data is limited
to aggregated information and excludes commercially
sensitive information.

inTEgriTy

/ɪnˈteg.rə.ti/

Integrity ensures clear market rules and allows the full
traceability of market actions for supervision and
monitoring. By their full access to all necessary data,
authorities prevent insider dealing and market abuse.
The challenge lies with the efficient use of existing
reporting infrastructure in markets with growing
transnational interdependency.
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y
t

o live up to transparency standards and to
ensure the safety of trading on EPEX SPOT,
the Market Surveillance office strengthened
its relations …
… with the authorities: Market Surveillance has put
in place a regular reporting and has tightened its
relations with the four National Energy Regulators
in charge of its market areas (BNetzA, CRE, E-Control,
ElCom);
BOTTOM-uP rEPOrTing
EU Level

… and with ACER by starting discussions on the
implementation of REMIT.

TwO-way

TOP-DOwn DEManDS
EU Commission*
(DG Competition, DG Energy)

aCEr*
National Tax
authority*

Tax Authority
National Regulatory
Authority

… with other Market Surveillance departments:
the pilot project of a central repository of trades and
several discussions within Europex about the REMIT
proposal have been occasions to start new relations
with other teams responsible for the same activity;

BNetza

Financial
Intelligence Unit

TraCfIN*

Supervisory Body

Exchange
Council

E-Control

Elcom

CrE

Swma

BKarta*

Board of
Directors

the epex spot mArket surveillAnce office

Bkarta: Bundeskartellamt
Bnetza: Bundesnetzagentur
crE: Commission de Régulation de l’Énergie
Elcom: Eidgenössische
Elektrizitätskommission
E-control: Energie-Control Austria
SMwa: Sächsisches Ministerium für
Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Verkehr
Tracfin: Traitement du renseignement et
action contre les circuits financiers clandestins
* on specific cases

monitoRing

fREnCh EpEx
mARkEt

gERmAn–AustRiAn
EpEx mARkEts

swiss
EpEx mARkEt
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tRAnspAREnCy And intEgRity

marKET
survEiLLanCE:
monItorIng
the mArket
The market Surveillance Office is an independent body of the
Exchange that monitors the orderly trading on the Exchange
and the orderly settlement of transactions. It also checks if Exchange
members behave in accordance with the rules and regulations
of EPEX SPOT SE. The market Surveillance directly reports to the
Board of Directors of EPEX SPOT as well as to the Exchange Council
and acts as central point of contact for all regulatory authorities.
The surveillance process in place at EPEX SPOT market Surveillance
can be summarized in three steps:
1. the regular monitoring;
2. the investigation phase;
3. if there is a suspicion, the transmission of a report
to the concerned parties.

regulAr monitoring

continuing the fight AgAinst
vAt frAud
In 2011, the level of risk of possible VaT fraud on the electricity market
has increased. EPEX SPOT, through its market Surveillance, has actively
participated in the different actions to fight against VaT fraud.
at a European level, one important milestone has been the publication of a joint statement on VaT fraud prevention in the electricity
and gas sector by nine Energy associations at the florence forum in
December 2011 raising awareness of the risk and the need for improvement. at the national level, the french National assembly has voted
a law to introduce reverse charge on the wholesale market for gas and
electricity as of 1st april 2012.
as far as EPEX SPOT is concerned, the market Surveillance has continued to improve internal processes to reduce the risk of fraud on the
EPEX SPOT markets
• by reviewing all new applicants’ KYC and via an updated KYC
during the circularization process
• by monitoring and reacting to any unusual behavior of Members.
EPEX SPOT has continued to warn all the stakeholders and especially
its members about the VaT carousel risk in order to avoid that
fraudsters have access to the electricity market. Therefore, EPEX SPOT
has sent a circular in November 2011 to its members with recommendations and criteria to respect when establishing business relations
with new customers or with customers increasing their volumes.
In addition, EPEX SPOT offers training to fight against VaT fraud and
VaT carousels through its E-Learning platform.
EPEX SPOT continues to push for regulation changes at a European
level particularly for the introduction of the reverse charge mechanism
on energy transactions in Europe.

investigAtion

trAnsmission

decision

AII EPEX SPOT Markets
(day-Ahead and Intraday)
monitors

the epex spot mArket surveillAnce
runs
if yes

MS Tools
generates

report

performs

alert

investigation

requests

no Breach
Information from
Members

prepares
if yes

investigation
report

concludes

Breach

informs

relevant
regulatory
authority

EPEX SPOT
Board

decides

Breach of
Market rules
no Breach of
Market rules
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rEguLaTion
& rEmiT:
StrIvIng for
IntegrItY And
trAnSPArencY
2011 was marked by important changes in European
regulation on energy markets. EPEX sPoT actively
takes part in consultations and amended its rules
and regulations to comply with regulatory standards.
In 2011, several changes in European regulation on energy markets
have been implemented. first of all, the so-called Third Package
entered into force on 3 march 2011. This package includes two Directives on electricity and gas respectively, as well as three regulations
on access rules to electricity and gas networks and the creation of
the agency for the Cooperation of Energy regulators (aCEr).
at the moment, five legislative processes are in progress in the electricity sector among which the one concerning Capacity allocation
and Congestion management is of particular interest for EPEX SPOT.
In the framework of implementing the Third Package, Entso-E has
been designated to draft several network codes. The aim of these

codes is notably to provide and manage the optimal and coordinated use of the transmission network capacity across borders.
On 25 October 2011, European Parliament and the European Council
adopted the regulation 1227/2011 on Energy market Integrity and
Transparency (rEmIT). In force since 28 December 2011, rEmIT aims
at ensuring the integrity of the European energy market by a European legislative framework able to harmonize practices concerning
transparency and preventing market abuse in any member State.
The main objective of this regulation is to prohibit trading based on
inside information, a practice which would undermine public trust in
the market and could distort the price signal on the power market.
market abuse or attempts thereof is prohibited.
rEmIT gives aCEr the power to monitor the European energy market
and establishes reporting obligations for all market participants who
trade wholesale energy products. aCEr can request information
from national regulatory authorities in order to detect and punish
abusive behaviors. The regulation also provides for the implementation of a system for registration of market participants and for market
data reporting (see figure below).
furthermore, the European Commission is working on a proposal
of Governance Guidelines for the European Day-ahead market Coupling in view of the implementation of the European Target model
according to the aCEr roadmap.
for the time being, market coupling is based on private commercial agreements between different parties like Power Exchanges
and TSOs. By drafting these governance guidelines, the European
Commission aims at the creation of a governance framework which
enables an efficient market coupling system based on a sustainable
and efficient organizational structure.

trAnsAction reporting of All wholesAle energy trAnsActions in relAtion to gAs,
power And trAnsportAtion (incl. derivAtives / finAnciAl instruments)
market Participants /
Third Party

Trade reporting or
matching system

Exchanges

Brokers

Trade repositories

financial market
authorities

Reporting of transaction details and fundamental data:
ACER guidelines will spell out details.

dg comp

Acer

Trade database

esmA

Data Sharing

national Energy
Market regulators

national financial
Market authorities

national competition
authorities

Other relevant
authorities
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+14%

nET TurnovEr

The turnover has increased by 14% in 2011
compared to the prior year.

+1%

oPEraTing CosTs
EPEX SPOT succeeded in creating steadiness within
the operating costs – a proof of its efficiency.

+20%

EBiT groWTH

due to higher cost-efficiency EPEX SPOT
posts an EBIT growth of 20%.

11,7 mio. €

nET ProfiT

The stability of our markets is reflected in the net profit.
EPEX SPOT continues to be a growing company.
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finAnCiAL REpoRt

BAlAnce sheet
The following balance sheet reflects the financial situation of EPEX SPOT SE before distribution of the net income of the period.
The financial statements are established according to french generally accepted accounting principles which corresponds
to International financial reporting standards.
31/12/2011 (12 months)

31/12/2010 (12 months)

Deviation

Concessions, patents and similar assets

7 249 240

5 625 591

1 623 649

Depreciation of concessions, patents and similar assets

-3 424 023

-1 716 870

-1 707 153

Goodwill

1 544 079

1 544 079

0

Intangible fixed assets in progress

240 024

0

240 024

Total intangible fixed assets

5 609 320

5 452 800

156 520

Other tangible fixed assets

344 238

92 420

251 817

depreciation of other tangible fixed assets

-95 743

-34 862

-60 881

financial fixed assets

34 800

0

34 800

Total fixed assets

5 892 614

5 510 358

382 256

Trade debtors and related accounts

5 543 592

6 469 337

-925 745

Other debts receivable

1 236 480

1 857 910

-621 430

Liquid assets

15 368 747

11 476 349

3 892 399

Prepayments

265 347

5 314

260 033

Total current assets

22 414 166

19 808 909

2 605 257

OVERALL TOTAL

28 306 780

25 319 267

2 987 513

Share capital

4 973 094

4 973 094

0

Premiums on shares issued, mergers, contributions

2 473 138

2 607 960

-134 822

legal reserve

497 309

362 487

134 822

Profit for the financial year

11 682 767

9 831 470

1 851 297

Total capital and reserves

19 626 309

17 775 011

1 851 297

Provisions for liabilities

1 025 000

575 000

450 000

Provisions for charges

60 719

61 636

-917

Total provisions

1 085 719

636 636

449 083

Trade creditors and related accounts

2 659 580

2 583 964

75 616

Tax and social security debts payable

4 555 460

4 252 166

303 294

Other debts payable

379 712

71 490

308 222

Total provisions

7 594 752

6 907 620

687 132

OVERALL TOTAL

28 306 780

25 319 267

2 987 513

aSSET
fixEd AssEts
intangible fixed assets
Concessions, patents and similar assets

Tangible fixed assets

currEnT aSSETS
Debts receivable

STOckhOlDEr’S EquiTy anD liaBiliTiES
caPiTal anD rESErvES

PrOviSiOnS fOr liaBiliTiES anD chargES

DEBTS PayaBlE
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comments to BAlAnce sheet items
Concessions, patents and similar rights :
The gross amount increased by 1.624 KEUr and is amortized
according to the straight-line method over a duration of 36 months.
The investments in 2011 concern essentially the EPEX Trading System
(ETS), the Price Coupling System (PCS) and the flexible Intraday
Trading Scheme (fITS).
goodwill:
The goodwill results from the merger between the Exchange market
of frankfurt and Leipzig in 2002. It has been attributed to EPEX SPOT
SE when EPS (the German spot markets) was merged into EPEX SPOT
on January 1, 2009.
intangible fixed assets in progress:
The intangible fixed assets in progress amount to 240 KEUr
and contain essentially investments for the Central western Europe
(CwE/COSmOS) and Intraday cross-border projects.

prepayments: This item increased by 260 KEUr and contains the
following costs :

IT support

180 667

insurances

52 858

subscriptions

18 575

trade fair participation

8 488

rent

2 648

training

2 111
265 347

other tangible fixed assets:
The gross amount increased by 252 KEUr due to the move of
the office space to another floor.
financial fixed assets:
This item represents the participation of 60% in the joint venture
between EPEX and Soops BV (30 KEUr) which has been established
in april 2011.
trade debtors and related accounts:
This item (5.544 KEUr) decreased by 14,3% referring to last year
(6.469 KEUr) because project costs were invoiced more regularly
over the year and not mainly in December. Transactions fees for
December 2011 amount to 2.800 KE and annual membership fees
to 1.480 KEUr. Trade debtors concerning CwE amount to 737 KEUr
on December 31, 2011 (2.665 KEUr on December 31, 2010).
There was further billing in December 2011 for services to HUPX
(109 KEUr) and in the context of the PCr project (36 KEUr).
other debts receivable:
This item relates essentially to deductible VaT amounting
to 962 KEUr (balance on December 31, 2010: 1.380 KEUr).
Liquid assets:
The total “cash” of EPEX SPOT SE amounts to 15.369 KEUr
and is placed on current accounts (Paris & Leipzig).

Capital and reserves:
The share capital is unchanged from 2010 and amounts
to 4.973 KEUr. from the net income of financial year 2010 (9.831 KEUr)
135 KEUr have been attributed to the legal reserve so that the legal
reserve amounts now to the legal maximum ratio of 10% of the
share capital). The amount of 135 KEUr has been distributed out
of the position “Premiums on shares issued, mergers, contributions”.
The entire results was distributed.
provisions for liabilities:
This item contains a provision of 1.025 KEUr for business risks.
trade creditors and related accounts:
This item increased by 76 KEUr (+ 3% compared to previous year)
mainly due to billing of costs from PCr project parties (180 KEUr
on December 31, 2011).
tax and social security debts payable:
This position essentially contains income tax and business entity tax
amounting to 2.920 KEUr to be paid in 2012, turnover tax payable of
211 KEUr and personnel and social security debts payable (bonuses,
holiday pay and social security fund) of 1.273 KEUr compared to
1.071 KEUr on December 31, 2010.
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finAnCiAL REpoRt

profit And loss Account
The income statement of 2011 covers a 12 month period (fiscal and financial year of EPEX SPOT SE) compared to 12 months
of the prior year.

31/12/2011 (12 months)

31/12/2010 (12 months)

Deviation

PrOfiT anD lOSS accOunT
opERAting inComE
Sales of services
Net turnover

34 352 714

30 121 602

4 231 112

14,0%

Own work capitalised

512 617

203 855

308 762

151,5%

Provisions and depreciation written back, charges transferred

475 917

0

475 917

100,0%

Other income

18 417

88

18 329

21069,0%

Total income

35 359 665

30 325 545

5 034 121

16,6%

opERAting ChARgEs
iT costs

-1 945 939

-2 791 210

845 271

-30,3%

Personnel costs

-5 011 536

-3 956 061

-1 055 475

26,7%

Overhead costs

-8 132 880

-8 070 490

-62 390

0,8%

Operating taxes

-156 194

-144 372

-11 822

8,2%

Extraordinary expenses

0

-83 822

83 822

-100,0%

Total Operating charges

-15 246 549

-15 045 955

-200 594

1,3%

EBiTDa

20 113 116

15 279 590

4 833 527

31,6%

adjustment transfer

-925 000

-129 639

-795 361

613,5%

amortization, tangibles

-60 195

-5 202

-54 993

1057,2%

amortization, intangibles

-1 707 839

-651 405

-1 056 434

162,2%

EBiT

17 420 082

14 493 344

2 926 739

20,2%

finAnCiAL inComE
Other interest and similar income

124 038

69 595

54 443

78,2%

Total Financial profit

124 038

69 595

54 443

78,2%

inComE tAx

-5 861 353

-4 731 469

-1 129 884

23,9%

PROFIT OR LOSS

11 682 767

9 831 470

1 851 297

18,8%
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CommEnts to inComE stAtEmEnt itEms

bREAkdown of Costs

net turnover : the turnover increased by 14% compared to prior
year and is due to the increase of variable fees:

8,18%
21,06%

Turnover

24,63%

31/12/2011

31/12/2010

Deviation

34 352 714

30 121 602

4 231 112

14%

25 623 575

21 914 223

3 709 351

17%

thereof

7,18%
0,25%
3,89%

34,17%

0,66%

variable fees

written back provisions and depreciation, charges
transferred : This item refers to the dissolution of the prior year
provisions and concerned business risks.
staff : This item increased significantly because of the hire of new
staff members in 2011.

IT costs
Personnel costs
Overhead costs
Operating taxes

adjustement transfer
amortization, tangibles
amortization, intangibles
Income tax

72%

68%

70%

67%

29

2010

39

2011

48

Adjustment transfer : This position concerns appropriations
to provisions for business risks.
Amortization, intangibles : Compared to 2010, where the projects
(ETS and CwE) were launched at the end of the year, the depreciation
covered only a few months. In 2011 the depreciation covered a whole
year which explains the huge increase of the depreciation in 2011.

60%
50%
40%
30%

2009

Number of employees

Cost-pRofit tREnd
80%

stAff EvoLution

28%

32%

33%

2010

2011

20%
10%
0%
2009

Costs relative to Net Turnover

Profit relative to Net Turnover

gökhan Sengezer is EPEX SPOT’s accountant. Together
with Head of accounting and Controlling Nina weckesser,
he keeps track of the financial evolution of the company.
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gLossARy

ATC: Available Transfer Capacity
Part of the total day-ahead capacity made available for market Coupling.
Auction
Procedure for making transactions after a period of time during which
the orders entered by members in the Order Book are accumulated
but not executed. The price determination algorithm aims at optimising
the total welfare, i. e. the seller surplus, the buyer surplus
and the congestion rent.
Balance Responsible Party
Legal entity financially liable towards a TSO for the after-the-fact
imbalances within the Balance responsible’s Perimeter.
Balance Responsible Agreement
all contractual agreements between the TSO and the grid user regarding
the settlement of power imbalances recorded on balance perimeters.
Balance Responsible Perimeter
Set of withdrawals and Injections that constitute the after-the-fact
Balance responsible Imbalance.
Balancing Market
market managed by TSOs in order to guarantee the availability of
power reserves in D-1 and intraday to ensure global supply-demand
balance in real time.
Baseload
Characterises the type of load for the delivery of electricity or
the procurement of electricity with a constant output over 24 hours
of each day of the delivery period.
BKartA: Bundeskartellamt
The Bundeskartellamt (federal Cartel Office) is an independent competition authority whose task is to protect competition in Germany.
Block Order
Combination of hours which must be met for their execution.
BNetzA: Bundesnetzagentur
The Bundesnetzagentur (federal Network agency) is a German
authority whose task is to provide, by liberalisation and deregulation,
for the further development of networks and markets in electricity.
The agency has rights of information and investigation as well as
the right to impose graded sanctions.
Buyer Surplus
Difference between the submitted price and the market price,
multiplied by the quantity actually purchased.
CEE: Central Eastern Europe
region encompassing the power markets of Germany, austria,
Hungary, the Czech republic, Slovakia, Poland and Slovenia.
Clearing
financial and physical settlement of transactions.

Clearing House
Central counterparty of the transactions on EPEX SPOT, handling
settlement, delivery and collateralisation of transactions.
Clearing Member
Participant in the clearing procedure holding a clearing licence with ECC.
Code of Conduct
The Code of Conduct is part of EPEX rules and regulation and sets
forth the rules of conduct and market behaviour which must be
respected at all times by the Exchange members.
Congestion Rent
Price difference between two markets linked by market coupling
arising when there is congestion on the border.
Continuous Trading
Unlike in an auction, orders may be executed as soon as they are
placed in the order book. Competing orders are prioritized by their
price and then by their time stamp.
Contract
Commercial contracts traded on EPEX SPOT, whose specifications
and parameters are described in the Operational rules.
CRE: Commission de Régulation de l’Energie
Independent administrative body in charge of regulating the french
electricity and gas markets.
Curtailment
Imbalance of purchase and sale leading to out-of-scale prices
on the auction Segment.
CWE: Central Western Europe
region encompassing the power markets of france, Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, which are coupled
since 9 November 2010.
Day-Ahead Market
Part of the spot market where a commodity is tradable one day before
delivery.
Delivery
The physical fulfilment of transactions is called delivery.
Delivery Area
Power transmission grid managed by a Transmission system Operator.
Designated Broker
Trading member who trades on behalf of another Trading member.
E-Control
as the austrian independent regulation authority, E-Control
is responsible for drawing up and enforcing market rules.
Its job is to strengthen competition and to ensure that this does not
compromise security of supply and sustainability.
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ECC: European Commodity Clearing AG
Clearing House and central counterparty for all transactions
on EPEX SPOT.
ElCom: Eidgenössische Elektrizitätskommission
ElCom is Switzerland’s independent regulatory authority in the
electricity sector. ElCom monitors electricity prices as well as electricity
supply security and regulates issues relating to international electricity
transmission and trading.
ELIX: European Electricity Index
Calculated daily, based on the order books of the three EPEX SPOT
markets, Elix shows the benefit of further market integration
under the assumption of no congestion between the countries.
EMCC: European Market Coupling Company GmbH
auction Office for the Volume Coupling between Denmark
and Germany with registered offices in Hamburg.
Entso-E
Shortname for the association of the European Network
of Transmission System Operators for Electricity.
ERCOT: Electric Reliability Council of Texas
Operates the electric grid and manages the deregulated market
for 75 percent of the US state of Texas.
ETS: EPEX Trading System
Electronic system operated by EPEX SPOT that allows exchange
members to trade on EPEX SPOT market segments. The EPEX
Trading System is used for the day-ahead market.
Exchange Council
One of the Exchange Bodies of EPEX SPOT, as described
in the Exchange rules.
Exchange Member
Legal entity that has signed an agreement with EPEX SPOT.
Exchange Rules
Part of the rules and regulations of EPEX SPOT that sets forth
the terms on which EPEX SPOT carries out its duties and on which
Exchange members trade in the market.
Exchange Trader
Person authorised to trade in the name of an Exchange member.
FITS: Flexible Intraday Trading Scheme
Trading system used for the Intraday market. It enables Exchange
members to trade cross-border freely between Germany and france,
on an integrated market platform.
Flow-Based
method to calculate transfer capacity at several interconnections
at a time to get rid of the capacity split between borders.

Futures Contract
Standardized contract between two parties to buy or sell a specified
asset of standardized quantity and quality at a specified future date
(e.g. week, month, year) at a price agreed today.
Implicit / Explicit
an auction is called implicit, if market price calculation and cross-border
capacities are calculated simultaneously. If cross-border capacities
are determinated separately by the TSOs, it is called explicit.
Iceberg Order
Buy or sell order which is specified by means of its limit, total
quantity and peak quantity. The Iceberg Order is placed in the order
book in partial orders up to the amount of the peak quantity.
as soon as a partial order has been executed, a new partial order
up to the amount of the peak quantity is placed in the order book.
This process is repeated until the total quantity of the Iceberg Order
is executed.
Imbalance
Difference, within the perimeter of the Balance responsible, between
the total quantities of power injected and the total power quantities
withdrawn, including all quantities resulting from transactions made
on EPEX SPOT.
Injection
Power produced or declared to the TSO and included as a positive
figure in the calculation of the Balance responsible Imbalance.
Interconnection Capacity
Cross-border electric energy transfer capacity on the interconnections.
Intraday Market
Part of the spot market where the commodity is tradable continuously
up to 45 minutes before physical fulfilment.
Limit Order
Buy or sell order which is entered with a position limit; it is executed
at this limit or at a better price.
Market Area
an area comprising one or several Delivery areas.
Market Coupling
market Coupling is a method to manage capacity congestion
between adjacent power spot markets by optimizing the capacity
£allocation. It allows the matching of power exchanges’ orders
and the implicit allocation of the available cross border capacities
received from the TSOs.
Market Surveillance Office
Independent Exchange body, as described in the Exchange rules.
Matching
Combination of two compatible opposite orders that leads
to a Transaction.
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MCC: Market Coupling Contract
market Coupling Contracts are listed for the purpose of Price Coupling.
The commodity underlying the market Coupling Contracts is the Physical Transmission right (PTr). The PTr is delivered under the form of
specified PTrs which correspond to the specification of the executed
PTrs on each electrical border by the market Coupling facilitator.
MCP: Market Clearing Price
Synonym for auction price. The market clearing price corresponds to
the intersection between the aggregated supply and demand curves.
Nomination
Daily declaration of power supply, of purchase and sale or of imports
and exports made to the TSO by the Balance responsible Party.
Physical delivery of transactions is fulfilled by means of reporting
schedules/nominations to the TSO.
NCM: Non-Clearing Member
Participant in the clearing procedure which has concluded a “NCm
agreement” with a clearing member and is approved as a trading
participant by ECC.

Peakload
Characterizes the load type for the delivery or procurement of
electricity at a constant load over 12 hours from 08:00 am until 08:00 pm
on every working day (monday to friday) during a delivery period.
Phelix: Physical Electricity Index
Calculated on a daily basis by EPEX SPOT. The Phelix is the average
price for base load (Phelix Day Base) and peak load (Phelix Day Peak)
electricity traded on the German/austrian auction.
Price Coupling
Price coupling between different countries allows creating a single
exchange zone – and consequently single price zones when
interconnection capacities do not limit cross-border Power Exchanges.
It improves the market liquidity and participates in the creation of
a single European electricity market.
Price Inelastic Bids
Orders to be executed whatever the market price.

OMIE: Operador del Mercado Ibérico de Energia
Power Exchange operating the markets of Spain and Portugal.

PTR: Physical Transmission Rights
The right under aTC-based market Coupling to use a specified
quantity of the available interconnection capacity in the export
direction, expressed in mw for each hourly period of a given day.
In the framework of aTC based market Coupling, the PTr is granted
to ECC through the execution of market Coupling Contracts.
The PTrs are inferior or equal to the aTC under the aTC market
Coupling.

Operational Rules
Part of the rules and regulations of EPEX SPOT that sets forth the
contract details and trading parameters, General Services Conditions,
Price List and Technical access rules.

REMIT: Regulation on Energy Market Integrity and Transparency
Proposal by the EU Commission of a harmonised EU-wide regulation
of energy markets with directly binding effect on national level in force
since 28 December 2011.

Order
Electronic document by which the Exchange member submits
the price and the quantity for which it seeks to make a transaction
in a contract.

RES: Renewable Energy Sources
Energy which comes from natural resources such as sunlight, wind,
tides, and geothermal heat, wich are naturally replenished.

NWE: North Western Europe
region encompassing the power markets of CwE, the UK, the Nordic
countries and Poland.

Order Book
Centralisation by the trading system of buy and sell orders and ranking
based on the execution priority determined by the matching algorithm.
OTC: Over the Counter
an OTC contract is a bilateral contract in which two parties agree
on how a particular trade or agreement is to be settled in the future.
OTC Clearing
Service offered by exchanges. OTC transactions which correspond in
their contract specification to exchange transactions can be registered.
In this case clearing and settlement of the OTC transactions will be
done by the respective clearing house.
PCR: Price Coupling of Regions
Initiative by six Power Exchanges to create a price coupling solution
encompassing the markets from Portugal to finland.

Rules and Regulations
Set of documents issued by EPEX SPOT SE, comprising the Trading
agreement or the market Coupling facilitator agreement (for market
Coupling facilitator only), the Exchange rules, the Operational rules
and the Code of Conduct and governing the organisation of EPEX
SPOT.
Seller Surplus
Difference between the submitted price and the market price,
multiplied by the quantity actually sold.
Settlement
Payment of Transactions executed on EPEX SPOT and handled
by the Clearing House.
SMWA: Sächsisches Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Arbeit
Saxon ministry of economy. Part of the German market surveillance
authorities.

SOB: Shared Order Book
Projected central order book for transnational intraday crossborder
transaction. It is planned to be provided with the bids on all participating Power Exchanges and intraday platforms and real-time information on available transmission capacity.
Spot Market
Market on which transactions of products are concluded and/or
registered and which are settled within a period of two settlement
days. Settlement can take place immediately (intraday), the following
day (day-ahead) or two days ahead.
Spread
The price range between the best bid and the best ask is called
the spread.
TRACFIN: Traitement du renseignement et action contre les circuits
financiers clandestins
Service of the French Ministry of Finances fighting money laundering.
Trading Agreement
Contract between the Exchange Member and EPEX SPOT
whereby the Exchange Members accepts to comply with the Rules
and Regulations of EPEX SPOT SE.
Trading Member
Category of Exchange Member which is authorised to trade
on EPEX SPOTs markets.
TSO: Transmission System Operator
Entity in charge of operating the power transportation grid of a given
Delivery Area.
Volatility
A measure of the price fluctuations.
Volume Coupling
Coordinated day-ahead auction involving two or more power markets.
Cross-border volumes computed by an Auction Office are transferred
to the exchanges which enter them as price acceptant bids into their
system. The calculated flows are based on anonymous order books
and the available transmission capacities, while the pricing authority
remains with the involved power exchanges.
Withdrawal
Power consumed or declared to the TSO and included as a negative
figure in the calculation of the Balance Responsible Imbalance.
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